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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a comprehensive review of research works on condensation and boiling heat transfer
characteristics in horizontal, vertical and inclined tubes both smooth and enhanced. Although there are many
studies examining two-phase flows inside tubes, it is almost impossible to find such a comprehensive study for
two-phase flow in tubes. Moreover, while number of the studies concerning condensation or boiling inside tubes
are limited, the present study covers almost all studies of condensation and boiling inside inclined tubes. Previous
studies are classified into many subtitles according to configuration (horizontal, vertical or inclined) and roughness
(smooth or enhanced) as well as aim of the study (researching the effect of parameters on the heat transfer
coefficient, pressure drop or evaluation of prediction correlation). Such a wide range of classification and scope
have no done before. Condensation and boiling phenomena are of great importance in heat exchangers, cooling
systems, etc. due to their wide utilization in those devices. Additionally, two-phase flow and the associated heat
transfer are becoming increasingly important in industrial applications because the heat transfer coefficient in twophase flows is much higher than in single-phase flows. In this research, major topics such as heat transfer, pressure
drop, friction factor and void fraction were studied using active and passive techniques in the literature.
The fluids used in the reviewed studies diverse in a very wide range. For pure refrigerants (single
component-fluorocarbon refrigerant), R11, R12, R22, R32, R-113, R123, R-124, R125, R134, R134a, R142b,
R152a, R236fa, R245fa, R-600a, R1234ze, R1234yf and for zeotropic blend refrigerants, a mixture of two or more
components having different boiling points, R410A, R404A, R407C, R447A are used. As zeotropic blend
refrigerants, a mixture of two or more components that boil at the same temperature, R502. Besides, water (steam
for condensation), FC72, CFC 113, Propane, HFE 7000 (1-methoxyheptafluoropropane), R744 (CO2), and liquid
nitrogen are involved in researchers’ studies.
In the present review, effects of parameters on two-phase flow heat characteristics are evaluated. Based
on the evaluation, it can be drawn that inclination angle have significant effect on both condensation and boiling
heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop. On the other hand, it was found that vapour quality and roughness were
the main parameters affecting two-phase flow heat transfer characteristics. Effects of all parameters are discussed
in the corresponding section. When existing correlations in the literature on prediction flow boiling heat transfer
coefficient are evaluated, correlations proposed by Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] and Friedel [113] were to
be best for prediction well according to majority of researchers and for performance of prediction on pressure drop
correlation by Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] stood out.
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INTRODUCTION
Flow in pipes is the most widespread physical condition confronted in heating, cooling and
air-conditioning systems. Devices known as heat exchangers are the main components of these systems and the
primary source of this phenomenon. Lately, mini- and micro-devices especially have been of the utmost
significance. Mini- and microscale mechanical devices have the advantage of being removed easily as well as
being highly efficient. Thanks to these advantages, micro- and mini-heat exchangers have been utilised for a long
time. Because boiling and condensation occur in these exchangers, it is very important to understand the
phenomena of boiling and condensation.
Micro-channels have their essential advantages in heat exchangers. Thanks to having a larger contact area
per unit volume than that of macro-channels, micro-channels withstand higher pressure than macro-channels do.
Moreover, the heat transfer coefficient of micro-channels is much higher than that of macro-channels. Evaporative
compact heat exchangers made of micro-channels are used in numerous applications that require high heat transfer
through a restricted volume. These heat exchangers are operated for a microprocessor cooling application in a
micro-heat pump or a portable cooling device [1].
Studies on compact heat exchangers have been conducted continuously. It is predicted that the need for
higher heat dissipation per unit volume for these heat exchangers will increase in the near future, due to an
increasing need to cool technology devices like microprocessors. Therefore, more energy-efficient heat exchangers
are required to be made [2]. Condensation and flow boiling in narrow tubes could reach a higher rate of heat
transfer than for single-phase cooling, thanks to its latent heat of vaporization. For this purpose, various methods,
which are generally grouped as active and passive techniques, have been studied in numerous researches. External
forces like vibration, electrostatic fields and fluid additives are needed for active techniques whereas special
surface structures are the general improvement tool for passive techniques. This study focused on the passive
techniques for condensation and boiling in inclined pipes.
Enhancement in heat transfer technology is vital to improve energy efficiency [3]. Heat transfer
augmentation is completed successfully through adding enhanced heat transfer tubes thanks to their substantial
potential in improving thermal performance. In recent years, numerous enhanced tubes have been developed and
broadly used for cooling applications such as refrigeration, ventilation and many other fields.
Corrugated tubes are one of the passive techniques to improve the heat transfer coefficient. A corrugated
tube has corrugation on its surface that can improve heat transfer through generating turbulence and restraining
the progression of the thermal boundary layer. This augmentation in heat transfer is realised while a small increase
in friction factor is seen [4].
This paper consists of two parts. In the first part, studies of condensation and boiling inside inclined tubes
are reviewed (almost all the studies are experimental). The researcher reading this paper could find the studies of
the hydrodynamic and thermal parameters of the channels in which fluids condense and boil in the literature. These
parameters are the heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop, void fraction and flow patterns. The shape of the
channels reviewed is mostly smooth and enhanced. In the context of this general inference, the paper presents
recent improvements related to condensation and the boiling process in inclined pipes. Therefore, the paper should
be an important up-to-date literature review of condensation and the boiling process in inclined pipes.
FLOW REGIME DETERMINATION CONDENSATION STUDIES
Introductory Remarks
Condensation is one of the main physical events encountered in many heat transfer problems. Knowing
the flow regimes in the processes where two-phase flow occurs aids in finding a solution. Therefore, re-evaluations
of findings and new experimental numerical studies have resulted in comprehensive processing of these issues as
well as improvements in the literature.
In practice, heat transfer and pressure characteristics vary depending on the two-phase flow regime and
the internal structure of the pipe, gravity force, liquid-vapour distribution, etc.; in other words, factors known to
be components affecting the flow regime [5]. In the case of two-phase flow in a channel, factors such as surface
tension and shear force, which change depending on the inclination effect, lead to the emergence of different flow
regimes. This creates a heat and momentum transfer process that is physically more complicated, considering the
complex structure of the liquid-vapour flow [6]. If the system includes structures such as thin film flows, droplet
impingements or microfluidic, surface tension and wettability are also important as well as transport properties.
Although studies on these topics are insufficient in literature, it is known that the surface tension gain importance
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in nanofluids used in energy systems and heat exchangers. For instance, surface tension can be used to understand
nanofluid boiling and stability of nanoparticles. In addition to the thermophysical properties, factors such as
surface tension and wettability will also contribute to the understanding of two-phase flow properties and heat
transfer characteristics. [7].
The flow regimes (or patterns) during condensing inside tubes are seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Photographs of two-phase flow patterns [From Saisorn and Wongwises [8],
with permission from Elsevier.]
In investigating the literature, it became clear that the flow regime studies were mostly conducted for
horizontal and vertical channels and at the first stage, the results of the inclined pipe experiments were observed
by adapting the determined flow pattern map and methods to the inclined pipes. Furthermore, determining that
inclination angle has an effect on the flow pattern even if the angle of inclination is too low, observing the
deficiency in the operation of different fluids in both inclined and non-inclined channels (e.g. hydrocarbon
mixtures, low global warming potential fluids), and the discovery of channels and geometrical arrangements (e.g.
mini-channels, micro-fin channels, helically corrugated finned channels), which significantly affect the two-phase
flow structure, have accelerated the flow regime studies in inclined pipes [5-9].
High-speed camera visualisation, flow visualisation and flow pattern maps are widely used in determining
the flow regime, as indicated in Table 5. Some of the flow regime sketches, which are presented in detail in the
literature survey with data and trends, are demonstrated in the figures in the last section.
Literature Studies
Barnea [10] developed a unified model for predicting flow pattern transitions in steady gas-liquid flow in
pipes and also presented transition mechanisms for flow regimes. The model was compared with the experimental
studies of air-water two-phase flow and the accuracy of the model was observed at various pipe inclinations. In
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conclusion, for different flow regimes, the friction factor for the gas-liquid interface was observed using available
correlations with acceptable accuracy.
A flow regime determination study of steam condensation in a 13.4 mm tube with horizontal and ±1°,
±5° and ±10° inclined orientations was carried out by Nitheanandan and Soliman [11] Measurements were taken
when the flow became steady state. Annular, annular-wavy, wavy and slug flow regimes were identified.
Experimental data sets were compared with adiabatic gas-liquid flow regime maps developed analytically and
experimentally for horizontal and inclined tubes. While observing the effect of the inclination angle on two-phase
flow regime, observations showed that there are very limited differences occurred in annular flow depending on
inclination change. However, only 1° (up or down) deviations from horizontal orientation caused significant
changes in the wavy and slug flow regions. It has been stated that wavy flow is more conspicuous in downward
orientations and slugs flow is more conspicuous in downward orientations. Shifts at transition boundaries are found
to be insignificant due to changes in inclination angle between 5 to 10°. During condensation of the steam in the
tube, no slugging was observed over the mass flux determined to be independent of the inclination and the flow
regime progressed from annular to annular-wavy. The simple correlation revealed by analysis of the upper
boundary of the slugging is well-matched with existing data, and comparisons with some of gas-liquid correlations
show that the low-angle inclination (e.g., ±1°) results are consistent with gas-liquid flow with a slight upward
gradient to the angle studied. For larger inclinations (e.g., 5° and 10°), the available data are compatible only at
certain proximity, with certain correlations.
An experimental investigation of R11 was conducted by Wang et al. [12] for in-pipe condensation with
various surface inclinations. Due to the surface inclination, gravitational force had a significant effect on the flow
pattern and vapour-condensation distribution in the pipe. Different flow regimes occurred at different pipe
inclinations, but generally, for all the cases, annular flow occurred at the entrance of the test tube. During the
progress of flow, annular to annular-slug and slug flow regimes were observed along the pipe. In conclusion,
transition mechanisms were suggested for the observed flow patterns.
Ghajar and Tang [13] investigated heat transfer coefficients locally and measured flow parameters for
air-water flow in horizontal and slightly inclined (+2°, +5°, +7°) pipes. Utilising the flow visualisation technique,
it was observed that the increase in the inclination angle increased the heat transfer for wavy, slug and annular
flow patterns. In the case of wavy flow, an increase in inclination angle made fluid backwashing more important
and contributed to the wave height and it also increased the average two-phase heat transfer coefficient, causing
larger and more frequent jumps at the top of the inner-tube surface. Similarly, the mechanism of increasing the
heat transfer for other flow regimes was introduced, and in the case of annular flow, the change of heat transfer
coefficient was the least for different tube inclinations.
Kang et al. [14] experimentally studied the inclination effect on the flow regime of the condensation of
steam in a large flattened tube. An air-cooled condensation process was carried out for power plants with mass
flux of about 7 kg m2s-1, length of 10.7 m and the tube orientation varied from horizontal up to 70°. A polycarbonate
window was used for enabling simultaneous flow visualisation in heat transfer and pressure drop measurements.
Experimental findings showed that the increased inclination angle led to a decrease in pressure drop due to gravityassisted drainage of the condensate. At low mass fluxes, tube inclination considerably affected the flow pattern,
which was observed to be well separated stratified flow for downward orientations of the tube.
Steam condensation for an air-cooled condenser for a power plant was also studied experimentally by
Davies and Hrnjak [15]. A flattened steel tube with brazed aluminum fins was used for the test section of the
condenser. The length of the tube was 5.7 m and the inner dimensions were 216 mm X 16 mm. Cross-flow heat
exchange provided 2.4 to 3.0 ms-1 cooling air at the fin inlet under conditions of 70 to 105 kPa operation pressures
and 0 to 49° downward tube inclinations. With the help of adiabatic visualization sections, annular and stratified
flow regimes were determined at the inlet and at the outlet respectively. The researchers noted that an increasing
stratified condensate layer decreased the overall heat transfer coefficient, especially at the condenser outlet.
Cao et al. [16] studied R245fa condensation in phase separation shell-and-tube condenser. A condenser
with mesh tubes inserted was 1 600 mm long and had three 14.70 mm diameter copper tubes. Four mesh tubes,
consisting of 15 μm width mesh pore, were inserted into copper tubes and a comparative study was carried out for
condensers with or without mesh tubes inserted. The flow pattern visualization results showed that heat transfer
slowly decreased at low mass fluxes with an increase of inclination angles. A pressure difference was detected
between the annular region and the core region, and this pressure difference caused a flow towards the core region,
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reducing the liquid film thickness at the bottom of the tube. When inclination angles varied from −30° to 30°, the
pressure difference decreased but the liquid-mesh contact area increased.
Lips and Meyer [17] investigated the gravitational effect on R134a condensation in an inclined smooth
tube. For various vapour qualities (x = 0.1-0.9) and mass fluxes (G = 200-400 kg/m2s), a flow pattern, pressure
drop and heat transfer coefficient were introduced as a function of the tube orientation. The maps of the inclination
effect were drawn for the specified properties. Furthermore, the regions that were gravity-non-dependent and
gravity-dependent were determined for the void fraction.
An upflow condensation study of R134a in an inclined tube with 5 mm diameter was conducted
experimentally by Barbosa Jr. et al. [18]. Image processing techniques were used for identifying the onset of film
flow reversal and properties of the interfacial waves. Oscillatory changes in the liquid velocity demonstrated the
onset of flow reversal in the liquid film and ensuing transition to churn flow. High-speed video analysis revealed
the existence of various flow regimes, namely stationary film, flow reversal, slug flow, climbing film and churn
flow. Consequently, adaptations of present correlations for critical vapour velocity were related with wave
frequency; and point-of-flow reversal was proposed.
Hanafizadeh et al. [19] conducted an experimental study of oil-water two-phase flow in a tube, which had
20 mm diameter and 6 m length with -45 to +45° inclination. For flow visualisation and flow regime detection, a
digital high-speed camera was used. All the orientations of the tube and flow pattern maps were studied and
analogised with available experimental literature. Different flow patterns were seen during the observations, such
as bubbly, smooth-stratified, wavy-stratified, churn, slug and annular. Stratified flow and non-stratified flows such
as slug and bubbly were dominant flow patterns for downward flows and upward flows respectively.
Different investigations for the condensation flow regime in inclined pipes have been carried out. Flow
regime studies are also available for pipes in horizontal and vertical positions and some examples are presented
below.
The inclination effect on flow patterns for low mass flux R134a (52-225 kg/m2s) flow in U-bend tubes
was visually observed and analyzed [20]. The findings of the research showed that the flow pattern was strongly
influenced by gravitational and centrifugal forces, surface tension, shear stress and thus the inclination of the tube.
In the light of the experimental outputs, horizontal, vertical upward and vertical downward cases of U-bend tube
constituted further flow regime, according to other cases. The Weber number was selected as a correlating
parameter for flow directions, inclination angles and mass fluxes associated with the presented flow patterns. The
study indicated that annular flow was observed for high-vapour Weber numbers, while slug and stratified flows
were observed for low-vapour Weber numbers. Furthermore, it was noted that there was no exact procedure for
the liquid Weber number change and the Weber number decrease with increasing surface tension.
Xiao and Hrnjak [21] experimentally studied R134a flow, with 50 to 200 kg/m2s1 mass fluxes and 5 to
15 kW/m2 heat fluxes, in a 6.1 mm diameter horizontal circular tube. All measurements were carried out at 1.319
MPa constant pressure corresponding to 50 °C saturation temperature. According to the flow visualisation results,
the bulk superheated region was always the starting zone for condensation, which started as annular flow. The
flow regime was exceedingly influenced by the mass flux. A new diabatic flow regime map, which showed that
the early period of the condensation process was mostly found in the annular flow regime, was presented to better
understand flow regimes in both the two-phase region and the condensing superheated region. Also, a film
thickness measurement technique was defined for the circular tube.
Upflow condensation of FC-72 in a vertical tube was observed via high-speed video imaging and heat
transfer measurements [22]. Four flow regimes, of which details were given in the research, were identified,
namely falling film, oscillating film, flooding and climbing film. In accordance with the flow regime map, which
properly presented flow regimes, the heat transfer coefficient for condensation axially decreased with increased
liquid film thickness, except for high mass velocities. The presented annular flow model was feasible only for the
climbing film regime that featured simultaneous liquid-vapour flows.
El Hajal et al. [23] and Thome et al. [24] proposed a new flow pattern map and heat transfer model for
horizontally oriented in-tube condensation in a two-part study. The flow pattern map with flow transition criteria
included a freshly identified logarithmic mean void fraction method and this flow pattern study was compared
with up-to-date flow pattern researches. The heat transfer model predicted the condensation heat transfer
characteristics for annular, stratified-wavy, fully stratified, intermittent and mist flow regimes. The proposed
model examined into detail and tested for 24 to 1 022 kg/m2s mass velocities, 0.03 to 0.97 vapour qualities, 3.1 to
21.4 mm tube diameters for the findings of 15 different working fluids. Generally, the heat transfer coefficients
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were predicted by the model within a -20% accuracy for all flow regimes for 85% of the non-hydrocarbon database
(1 850 points) and 75% of the whole database (2771 points).
The literature review indicated that the flow pattern was significantly affected by inclination angle or the
gravitational effect in internal flows where condensation occurred and it was necessary to make detailed
observations especially in the transition boundaries between the flow regimes. Furthermore, the heat transfer and
pressure drop phenomena were also affected dramatically by the flow regime.
The increase in the inclination (for slightly inclined tubes) improved the two-phase heat transfer with the
rise of the waves creating larger and frequent splashes for the wavy flow, while for the slug flow, the two-phase
heat transfer improved with more intensive mixing effects depending on the change in the balance between the
buoyant force and the inertia force [13]. Under low mass flux conditions and for large flattened steam condensing
tubes, increasing the inclination angle caused a decrease in pressure drop; and the flow visualisation outputs
indicated that large void fraction and low vapour velocity occurred at high inclination angles [14]. For U-bend
tubes, stratified and stratified-wavy flow regimes appeared at low-vapour qualities, annular flow was observed at
high-vapour qualities where the effects of gravitational and centrifugal forces could be neglected. In the same
types of channels, with the increasing interfacial shear stress at high mass fluxes, the liquid separated from the
channel walls and this phenomenon provided a basis for more stable flow characteristics and disappearing slug
and slug/stratified-wavy flows [20].
In order to create more complicated results physically than those of research works on horizontal and
vertical channels, a periodic review is necessary of flow pattern investigations into inclined pipes where many
fluids are tested from water vapour in heat exchangers to FC-72 fluid used to maintain the heat balance of electronic
systems, as well as the refrigerants (R-134a, R245fa, etc.) used in thermodynamic cycles.
PRESSURE DROP DETERMINATION CONDENSATION STUDIES
Introductory Remarks
Although the pressure drop studies are especially important in piping systems, considering the effects on
both system cost and heat transfer performance, they have also gained importance in processes where heat transfer
occurs. In order to make a positive improvement to the stated cost and performance, the pressure drop in twophase flow systems in channels with different inclination angles has been investigated in many studies.
In condensation processes where two-phase flow occurs, experimental studies have shown that the
inclination, as well as the shape of the channel and its internal structure, also has a significant effect on pressure
drop characteristics. The pressure drop in a system basically includes three terms, namely the momentum pressure
drop caused by the channel's inner-outer kinetic energy difference, the friction pressure drop caused by the shear
stress between the liquid-vapour wall and the gravitational pressure drop that changes proportionally with the sinus
of the inclination angle. Compared with the horizontal position in constant mass flux conditions, the pressure drop
that increases with inclination in upward flows decreases with inclination in downward flows. The shear force is
the more determining factor due to the gravitational force that loses its dominant feature in high mass fluxes and
vapour qualities [14,17]. An example of the schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus and test section is
seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus [From Aroonrat and Wongwises [25],
with permission from Elsevier.]
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the test section [From Aroonrat and Wongwises [25],
with permission from Elsevier.]
The literature review indicated that a low pressure drop but high heat transfer performance, which is a
fundamental necessity in industrial applications, has recently been examined by using both traditional refrigerants
and also a new type of pure-mixture refrigerant.
Horizontal and Vertical Orientations
Experimental research on condensation heat transfer and pressure drop properties in a horizontal smooth
tube for R32, R134a, R125, R236ea and R410A was carried out by Cavallini et al. [26]. Saturation temperatures
of 30 to 50 °C, 100 to 750 kg/(m2s) mass fluxes and 0.15 to 0.85 vapour qualities were chosen for experimental
runs and the effect on heat transfer and pressure drop of the chosen parameters was analysed according to the
obtained results. While the pressure drop showed high values with high mass fluxes and vapour qualities, it showed
low values for high saturation temperatures. The findings of this article were checked with the two-phase multiplier
correlations that characterize the pressure drop.
Nualboonrueng and Wongwises [27] experimentally investigated the pressure drop characteristics of twophase forced flow for the pure R134 refrigerant in horizontally oriented smooth and microfin tubes. Internal
diameter values, condensation temperatures and mass flux ranges of the condensation section varied between 8.12
and 8.92 mm, 30 and 40 °C, and 400 and 800 kg/m2s respectively. An increase in pressure drop was observed for
increased vapour quality and mass flux for both smooth and microfin results, and it was determined that the
pressure drop was 10 to 50% higher than for the smooth condition in the microfin case.
Tubes with twisted-wire inserts and enhanced microfin tubes were tested for repeatable CFC-113
condensation with downflow in a vertical tube by Briggs et al. [28]. The pressure drop findings for one smooth,
nine microfin and four twisted-wire tubes indicated that the microfin structure produced 50% more pressure drop
than for the smooth design, and the twisted-wire structure created more pressure drop with growing wire density.
Also, in this study, measurements were taken for CFC-113/air mixtures.
Macdonald and Garimella conducted an experimental investigation into and model developing study
[29,30] of propane condensation in horizontal tubes. The conditions of the test runs well represented the
characteristics of the process and HVAC&R industries and the test was carried out for three different mass fluxes,
two different pipe diameters and 0.25 to 0.95 reduced pressures. The findings of the study were compared with
the existing models and because no model predicted the results properly, correlations for heat transfer and pressure
drop were developed with a wide range of operating conditions, accompanied by the findings of the experiments.
The pressure drop model described the pressure drop due to phase interactions and it provided improved estimates
for existing correlations under larger pipe diameters and higher saturation pressures (lower friction pressure drop)
conditions. In addition, the heat transfer model suggested a new method that took into account heat transfer from
the upper liquid film characteristically formed in horizontal tubes. Both models were developed based on a
database containing hydrocarbon data (propane and pentane), but the models were shown to accurately predict
synthetic refrigerant behavior, and to predict friction pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient (for the propane
database) with an average of 3% and -1% deviation respectively.
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Kim et al. [31] conducted research into FC-72 condensation for parallel micro-channels with 29.9 cm
length and 1 mm hydraulic diameter. Mass fluxes of 68 to 367 kg/m2s and saturation temperatures of 57.2 to 62.3
°C were determined as operating conditions for the flowing fluid. A comprehensive pressure model, which
included various working parameters, was presented for pressure drop characteristics. Consequently, separated
flow models predicted the results more accurately than the homogeneous flow model and the adiabatic and
microchannel results were better predicted by separated models than the boiling and macro-channel results.
The condensation flow characteristics of various refrigerants (R22, R134a and R410A) flowing in a
micro-tube with 1,220 mm length and 1.77 mm inner diameter were studied experimentally [32]. Tests applied to
40 °C saturation temperature and 450 to 1,050 kg/m2s heat fluxes. The pressure drop of R134a was higher than for
R22 and R410A for the same mass flux. Also, a new model for pressure drop, which included a new factor C
(predicting result mean and average deviations of 2.31% and -8.7% respectively), was presented.
Condensation of R152a in a 1.152 mm diameter circular channel and of 0.952 mm hydraulic diameter
rectangular channel was investigated experimentally by Liu et al. [33] Different mass fluxes, vapour qualities and
saturation temperatures were selected for conducted tests and the effects of these parameters together with channel
geometry on pressure drop properties were observed. The findings indicated that the pressure drop increased with
increasing vapour quality and mass flux, whereas the pressure drop decreased with increasing saturation
temperature and channel geometry almost not important for low mass fluxes. The results were analogised with
theoretical and empirical correlations and the prediction qualities of these models were tested for the present
experimental findings.
For a counter flow concentric double-tube heat exchanger model, the flow characteristics of R134a
condensation in a smooth tube and a corrugated tube with 8.7 inner dimensions were investigated experimentally
by Laohalertdecha and Wongwises [34]. 21.2 mm inner diameter copper tube was tested at 40 to 50 °C saturation
temperatures, 200 to 700 kg/m2s mass fluxes and two different mass fluxes (5 and 10 kW/m2) for three different
corrugation pitches and one fixed corrugated depth 5.08, 6.35, 8.46 and 1.5 mm, respectively. The results of
smooth and corrugated cases indicated that corrugation pitches had a considerable effect on the pressure drop
increment.
The effects of twisted tapes on the pressure drop characteristics of R-404A condensation were studied by
Salimpour and Yarmohammadi [35] in the case of a counter flow heat transfer process. The refrigerant flowed
through the inner side of the tube, while cooling water flowed through the annulus side of the tube. Five different
cases including smooth and twisted-tape situations were tested for various vapour qualities and mass fluxes.
According to the authors, the twisted-tape cases created 89 to 239% higher pressure drop than for smooth case. In
addition, a new correlation was developed for pressure drop prediction and this model determined the experimental
data with ±20% accuracy.
The influence of coiled-wire inserts on the pressure drop was analysed experimentally [36] for convective
condensation of R-404A flow in one smooth case and five coiled-wire insert cases. Six different vapour qualities
were tested for each mass flux and accompanied by outputs, it was determined that the pressure drop for the coiledwire insert case was 1200% higher than the pressure drop for the smooth case.
The pressure drop studies of horizontal and vertical channels made the following important contributions
to the literature:
• For propane condensing in horizontal pipes with 7.75 and 14.45 mm inner diameter and specified
conditions, the pressure drop increased with increasing mass flow and vapour quality, while the rising temperature
decreased for the tube diameter [29].
• In order to improve the pressure drop correlation, flow visualisation studies used the horizontally
oriented flow data of hydrocarbon condensation, which covered a wide range of operating conditions. The model,
valid for 6 to 19 mm internal diameter, also explained additional friction pressures created by phase interactions
[30].
• While the pressure drop increased with increasing mass flux in FC-72 condensing flow in square-shaped
horizontally located 1 mm diameter micro-channels, the pressure drop decreased due to the flow deceleration
caused by increasing the mass velocity of cooling water [31]. Similar trends were observed in studies where
different fluids (R22, R134a, R152a, R404a, R410a, etc.) and different channel geometries (smooth, corrugated,
twisted-tape inserts, etc.) were experimentally studied [32-36].
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Smooth Tubes with Inclined Orientation
Although the hydrodynamic characteristics of condensation in the pipe have been studied mostly by using
horizontal pipes, extensive studies have been conducted in inclined pipes in recent years. Lips and Meyer [37]
investigated pressure drop and void fraction for different vapour qualities and mass fluxes of R134a flow in a pipe
of different inclinations. The authors compared the findings with correlations in the literature and presented those
correlations suitable for vertical upward flows but not for downward flows. For a restricted area with stratified
flow, it was observed that the results of the slightly inclined pipe showed good agreement with the correlations.
Furthermore, they stated that momentum and gravitational pressure drop should be known in order to know the
void ratio. Considering the outcomes of this study, a more detailed investigation was conducted by Lips and Meyer
[38] into stratified flow. Capillary forces and gravitational forces were considered for the determination of the
liquid-vapour distribution in the pipe. The researchers proposed a mechanistic model for stratified flow and they
pointed out that there was a need for the modelling of intermittent flows in upward pipes to fully understand the
influence of gravitational forces on inclined two-phase flows.
A new heat transfer model package, which consisted of a momentum conservation model, flow regime
prediction model and interface shape prediction model, was developed by Ahn et al. [39]. Upper and lower parts
of the pipe were mechanically considered under separate flow conditions. When the void fraction was calculated
using the developed methodology, the permanency of the values was provided during the transition to different
flow regimes. The effect of gravity was considered, and the proposed model predicted the void fraction within 5%
of the mean deviation. Ahn et al. [40] investigated condensation characteristics in an inclinable circular pipe and
proposed a condensation model. The researchers conducted 21 tests by changing the inclination angle, steam flow
rate and inlet pressure. A correlation was proposed that correlated the two-phase multipliers and the void fraction.
The new model was found to be consistent with the condensation experimental data.
Hydrodynamic characteristics were investigated by Würfel et al. [41] for two-phase flow, which included
n-heptane/air, condensing n-heptane and water/air fluids in an inclined pipe. Special models were proposed for
determining the flow characteristics and these were compared with existing literature. The researchers concluded
that mass transfer intensity became effective on two-phase friction factor calculation and should not be neglected
in experimental researches.
Laboratory experiments were conducted by Grolman and Fortuin [42] in horizontal and inclined pipes
with different pipe orientations (-3° to +6°) and different experimental variables (15/26/51 mm diameter, 0 to 0.42
liquid hold-up, 0 to 0.06 m/s superficial liquid velocity, etc.). Discrete correlations were formulated by the authors
such as liquid-to-wall friction factor, interfacial friction factor and wetted perimeter. Preliminary studies of this
subject had been done by Grolman [43] before. On the whole, the data of 2400 well-controlled experiments were
properly calculated by the introduced method.
Two different models for wall shear stresses and 22 different correlations for the interfacial friction
factor, which included newly proposed ones, were studied by Ottens et al. [44]. The calculated results of the
developed models were compared with experimental databases consisting of 3 981 measurements. The
experimental range of properties varied with pipe diameter of 12.7 to 95.3 mm, density of 996 to 1120 kg/m3,
viscosity of 0.000852 to 0.092 Pa·s, inclination angle of -3° to +6°, etc. The authors pointed out that the separated
flow model and coupling of the interfacial friction factor to the wave velocity produced better results.
For hydrodynamic characteristics of two-phase flow in an inclined pipe (inclination angles from -90° to
90°), a unified model was developed and validated in a two-part study by Zhang et al. [45-46].The experimental
outcomes were obtained with varied diameters of test pipe, physical properties of fluid, flow rates and flow
patterns. Good agreement was achieved with predicted pressure gradient, liquid hold-up, slug characteristics and
flow pattern transitions. The classification of the flow pattern was simplified and compared with two-phase flow
at near-horizontal and upward orientations. Two-phase flow at vertically downward orientation was not
investigated sufficiently.
Woldesemayat and Ghajar [47] conducted a detailed study which consisted of comparison of 68 void
fraction correlations on the basis of 2845 points of data, of which 1542 were for inclined, 900 for horizontal and
403 for vertical pipe set-ups from previous studies. The doctoral thesis of Woldesemayat [48] provides necessary
knowledge about previous investigations and a wide range of data sets. For the entire void fraction database, bestperforming correlations were developed on the basis of the drift flux model. A modified void fraction correlation
was developed introducing proper physical parameters.
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Ewim and Meyer [49] measured the pressure drop at low mass fluxes (50, 75 and 100 kg/m2s) in smooth
inclined tubes with an inside diameter of 8.38 x 10-3 m. They conducted their investigation at different mean vapour
qualities and temperature differences at an average saturation temperature of 40 oC. It was found that the measured
pressure drops increased with an increase in mass flux, temperature difference and vapour quality. They also found
that the lowest and highest measured pressure drops were obtained during the downward and upward flows
respectively.
Pressure drop studies of smooth inclined channels made the following important contributions to the
literature:
• During the convective condensation of the R134a refrigerant, the increasing inclination and decreasing
vapour qualities increased the pressure drop for the inclined orientation, while the reduced vapour qualities reduced
the pressure drop for the horizontal and vertical upflow-downflow conditions [37].
• The effect of the mass transfer phenomenon on the two-phase friction coefficient and the effect of liquid
hold-up and pressure gradient on the system performance under examination are important in inclined pipes [41,
42].
• In the developed flow models, examination of the wave velocity with the interfacial friction and
verification of the flow pattern transitions with features such as liquid hold up and pressure gradient generated
more accurate results [44, 45].
Existing studies should be evaluated by collating the effects of inclination angle on system pressure. This
will provide a more accurate observation that takes into account all parameters of the process.
Enhanced Tubes with Inclined Orientation
Mozafari et al. [50] observed R-600a condensation and pressure characteristics in a helically inclined
(+30°, +60°, +90°) counter flow heat exchanger. A 305 mm diameter coiled-tube heat exchanger model had
properties of 35 mm pitch, 210 mm height and six turns of coil and tests conducted for both helical and straight
heat exchangers at two different saturation temperatures (38.5 and 47 °C), 155-265.5 kg/m2s mass fluxes and 0.11
to 0.78 vapour qualities. How heat transfer and pressure drop changed with inclination angle, vapour quality and
mass flux was examined and the highest heat transfer at 30° and the lowest heat transfer at 90° were observed,
while the maximum pressure drop was measured for the horizontal case. The performance index gave the following
important outputs: 15 to 41% higher for the horizontal case than for the 90° inclination case; for the helically coiled
case, the pressure drop and the mean heat transfer coefficient increased in terms of the straight condenser between
the range of 33 and 157% and 24 and 165% respectively.
Li et al. [51] numerically observed hydrocarbon mixture upflow condensation characteristics in smooth
and spirally enhanced pipes with a 10° inclination angle. They developed a numerical model and scrutinised the
effects of geometrical variables. The increments of the heat transfer for spiral grooved, square corrugated and
sinusoidal corrugated were 1.206 to 1.804, 0.934 to 2.052 and 1.103 to 2.216 times higher than for the smooth
case, while the increments of the pressure drop for spiral grooved, square corrugated and sinusoidal corrugated
were 0.851 to 3.587, 1.805 to 10.930 and 1.272 to 7.176 times higher than for the smooth case. The comprehensive
heat transfer enhancement factor (CHF) was introduced, which indicated how heat transfer changed with geometric
improvement. For the sinusoidal and square cases, an increase of corrugation height increased the CHF, whereas
for the spiral grooved case, an increase of corrugation height decreased the CHF. However, it was observed that
an increase of corrugation pitch influenced the CHF differently throughout the pipes.
At present, there is a dearth of research on pressure drop for condensation in inclined enhanced pipes in
the literature. Current research has indicated that pressure drop is significantly affected by flow properties such as
mass flux, steam quality (in helical tubes) and geometric parameters such as groove height and groove pitch (in
spiral tubes).
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION CONDENSATION STUDIES
Introductory Remarks
In practice, one of the most required property in two-phase flows is the heat transfer phenomenon, where
phase changes are present, significantly affecting flow characteristics and fluid properties. Condensation heat
transfer characteristics in inclined channels have been provided in numerous studies.
The main physical reflection of the channel inclination (relative to the horizontal) is the increase in the
downstream velocity and the decrease in the upstream velocity with the change of gravitational force. Factors such
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as mass flux, temperature and vapour quality, which affect properties such as flow velocity (Reynolds number),
interface shear stress (frictional pressure drop), void fraction in two-phase flow, and have been studied in many
studies, and their reflections on heat transfer, have been observed. Fluid type, channel geometry and channel
inclination have been evaluated as variable parameters in these studies. It has been shown in many researches that
the effects of flow on heat transfer are markedly variant at different channel inclinations. An example of the
schematic of the experimental apparatus could be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The schematic of the experimental apparatus [From Ewim and Meyer [49],
with permission from Elsevier.]
Horizontal and Vertical Orientations
The condensation heat transfer coefficient of different types of pure refrigerants (R12, R22, R32, R123,
R125, R134a and R142b) was studied experimentally by Jung et al. [52] with a three-part experimental device (a
refrigerant loop part, a water loop part and a water-glycol loop part). When cooling water was flowing at the
outside of the test tube, with 9.52 mm of diameter and 1 m of length, the test tube was filled with flowing refrigerant
at 40 °C with 100 to 300 kg/(m2s) mass flux and 7.3 to 7.7 kW/m2 heat flux. The research indicated that the heat
transfer for R142b and R32 was higher than for R22, whereas the heat transfer for R12 and R125 was lower than
for R22; on the other hand, the heat transfer for R123 and R134a was similar for the same mass flux, also the
condensation heat transfer increased with increasing mass flux and increasing quality. Correlations in the literature
estimated the experimental data suitably with mean deviations of less than 20% and a novel correlation, which had
a mean deviation of 10.7% for all pure refrigerant data, was presented.
Improvements to refrigerants have been ongoing because they have various potentials for global warming.
For instance, alternative working fluids such as R1234ze(E) and R1234yf were observed by Honeywell for organic
Rankine cycle applications [53].
The condensation characteristics of working fluids of R245fa, Novec®649 and HFE-7000 for an organic
Rankine cycle were experimentally studied by Ghim and Lee [54], in a 7.75 mm diameter horizontal tube at
conditions of 150 to 700 kg/m2s mass flux, 0.05 to 0.95 quality and 0.05 to 0.15 reduced pressure. The results
showed that environmentally friendly working fluids had lower heat transfer coefficients than those of R245fa;
141 measured coefficients of condensation heat transfer were compared with six correlations, of which the Shah
correlation provided the best prediction.
Kim and Mudawar [55] investigated FC-72 condensation in 1 mm hydraulic diameter parallel square
micro-channels where water rejected heat in a counter flow structure and they observed that the condensation heat
transfer was highest for the thinnest liquid film. Heat transfer decreased throughout the channel and in the annular
flow regions, more heat transfer enhancement occurred than in other parts of the flow area, and also previous
macro-channel correlations indicated better predictions. Taking into account the observations of the research, a
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new correlation, which had a perfect predictive capacity for both FC-72 and inspected database of channels, was
proposed.
Oh and Son [56] conducted experiments of R22, R134a and R410a condensation in a circular micro-tube,
in 450 to 1 050 kg/m2s mass flux and 40 °C saturation temperature conditions. For the same mass flux,
condensation heat transfer of R410a was more effective than that of other refrigerants, whereas R22 and R134
showed an almost similar effect on heat transfer. The proposed correlations for a large diameter tube and single
circular micro-tube predicted heat transfer poorly, and thus the authors concluded that it was necessary to propose
a proper correlation for a single circular micro-tube.
For the range of 103 to 490 kg/m2s mass fluxes and 31 to 48 ℃ saturation temperatures in laboratory
conditions, Yang and Jia [57] experimentally conducted upflow condensation tests of R410a with four different
length vertical tubes, which had 8.02 mm inner diameter. The effects of length, condensing temperature and mass
flux on condensation were examined for the test zone where the average steam qualities of 0.91 and 0.98 were
captured. The observed results were compared with some of the existing correlations. As a result of experimental
data that did not match the correlations with a certain percentage error, an original modified correlation was
proposed and results were obtained with a deviation of ± 15%.
Condensing heat transfer properties for R744/R32/R1234ze (E) refrigerant mixture with low global
warming effect were examined by Kondou et al. [58] for different saturation temperatures, mass fluxes and heat
fluxes in horizontal micro-fin tubes and comparisons were made with a mixture of R32/R1234ze (E) for different
refrigerant percentages. For an average saturation temperature of 40 °C, mass flow of 200 kg/m2s and heat flux of
10 kW/m2, the condensation heat transfer coefficient of mixture R744/R32/R1234ze (E) (9/29/62 mass%) was
identified lower than for mixture R32/R1234ze(E) (40/60 and 30/70 mass%). In addition, single-component
refrigerants were also studied, and the experimental pressure gradient was found to be compatible with the
predictions recommended for single-component cases, which could also predict the pressure gradient of mixtures.
In all cases, the pressure gradients remained nearly the same in measurement uncertainty.
For the R1234yf refrigerant, which has a global warming potential of less than 1 and can be useful for
future engineering technologies, condensation characteristics were studied in a micro-fin pipe at 0.2 to 0.95 vapour
qualities, 100 to 1 000 kg /m2s mass fluxes and 30 and 40 °C saturation temperatures [59]. Experimental results
showed that mass flux and vapour quality properties had strong effects on heat transfer and it was determined that
the heat transfer coefficient increased with the increase of these two properties. Furthermore, the friction pressure
gradient increased with mass flux in the case of constant vapour quality, while it varied with vapour quality in the
case of constant mass flux.
In the conditions of 5.7 to 5.9 bar saturation pressure, 20 to 100 kg/m 2s mass flux and 1.7 to 5.3 kW/m2
heat flux, Arslan and Eskin [60] experimentally studied vapour condensation of pure R134A in a helically inclined
(18 °C) micro-fin tube. They also observed the effectiveness of temperature difference and mass flux on heat
transfer in terms of experimental data. Some of the outcomes of the study were that the fins performed as
turbulence increasing in all experiments, the heat transfer enhancement ratio (1.59-1.71) was always higher than
the heat transfer area enhancement factor (1.55), and condensate Nusselt number was found to be independent of
the temperature difference in conditions where the temperature difference was higher than 2.58 °C. The most-used
correlations in the literature for micro-fin tubes were applied to the experimental data and the most appropriate
correlations estimated the results with an absolute mean deviation of 17% to 19%.
Heat transfer and pressure characteristics for R410A and R22 refrigerants flowing in a herringbone-type
micro-fin tube were investigated together with the data of the helical micro-fin and plain tube by Miyara et al.
[61]. In the region where high mass flux was available, higher heat transfer provided in the herringbone-type tube
than for the helical micro-fin case, whereas heat transfer showed the opposite character for the low mass flux
region. Moreover, the pressure drop was higher in the herringbone micro-fin tube than in the helical micro-fin
tube. Preliminary correlations were proposed for the herringbone-type pipe because for the heat transfer coefficient
and pressure drop, the present correlations agreed well with the findings for the helical micro-fin tube, while the
findings obtained for the herringbone-type tube were higher than those predicted values.
For a straight tube and nine corrugated tubes (for different pitches and depths) in conditions of mass
fluxes of 187 to 561 kg/m2s, steam qualities of 0.18 to 0.85 and condensation temperatures of 29.2 to 35.8 °C, the
characteristics of R-404A refrigerant were experimentally studied in a 8.7 mm inner diameter channel inside the
test section designed as a 1 m length, water-cooled, horizontal counter flow heat exchanger [62].In this research,
in which artificial neural network and multi-purpose genetic algorithm were used to determine the optimum
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working conditions during condensation of R-404A, new experimental correlations were proposed for the
determination of the heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop, and consequently, it was stated that if a corrugated
channel was used, the heat transfer coefficient could be up to 115% higher than that of the straight tube.
Li et al. [63] experimentally investigated and theoretically analysed the heat transfer characteristics of
R447A (R32/R1234ze/R125), which was a triple mixture, flowing in horizontal multi-port extruded micro-tubes
with a hydraulic diameter of 0.86 mm for variable saturation temperatures, steam qualities and mass fluxes. Some
of the findings of the study were as follows: the heat transfer coefficient of R447A was greatly more than that of
R32 and slightly lower than that of R134A, whereas higher than that of R1234ze; R447A refrigerant performed
better than R32/R134a (51/49 mass% and 24.5/76.5 mass%), R32/R1234ze (45/55 mass% and 21/79 mass%)
mixtures and R410A in terms of heat transfer; the condensation heat transfer coefficients determined by the
reviewed correlations estimated the experimental results within the mean absolute error of 30%.
The condensing properties of R134a in a dimpled tube were tested experimentally by Aroonrat and
Wongwises [24] in a test chamber in which cold water flowed on the annulus side and which was designed as a
double-tube heat exchanger, one of the inner tubes was made of copper, one smooth and the other dimpled, and
located horizontally. The trends of heat transfer and pressure drop were examined in the experiments carried out
in a test tube of 1 500 mm length and 8.1 mm inner diameter in conditions of 40 to 50 °C saturation temperatures,
10 to 20 kW/m2 heat fluxes and 300 to 500 kg/m2s mass fluxes. Comparing data for dimpled and smooth tubes,
the heat transfer and pressure drop were observed to be higher for the dimpled case than for the smooth case and
the Nusselt number was observed to be 1.3 to 1.5 higher for the dimpled case than for the smooth case depending
on the increase in equivalent Reynolds number.
Meyer and Ewim [64] measured the heat transfer coefficients during the condensation of R134a at low
mass (50–200 kg/m2s) fluxes in a smooth horizontal tube by varying the temperature differences. Investigations
were carried out at an average saturation temperature of 40 °C at different vapour qualities. They found that the
heat transfer coefficients decreased with an increase in temperature difference. They also found that most
correlations in the open literature failed to predict their experimental results and for that reason, they suggested an
amendment to an existing correlation. It was found that the proposed amendment was able to estimate their results
with errors of ± 5%.
In 1958, Akers et al. [65] proposed a two-phase multiplier-based correlation. In their test, R-12, Propane
and Methanol were chosen as refrigerants and they condensed the refrigerants inside horizontal tube during annular
flow regime. Akers et al. [65] converted 𝐺𝑒𝑞 , equivalent all-liquid mass flux, into 𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑞 , equivalent all liquid
Reynolds number. And their correlation became known as ‘’ equivalent Reynolds number’’ model.
𝑁𝑢𝑙 = 5.03 𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑞
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For developing the correlation above, they used heat-momentum analogy, which defines the relation
between heat transfer and wall shear stress. Because in a single-phase flow, with increasing wall shear stress leads
to an increase in the heat transfer coefficient as similar to two-phase flow. Therefore, they were able to replace allliquid flow by a condensing two-phase flow.
Heat transfer studies in horizontal and vertical channels made the following important contributions to
the literature:
• For FC-72 condensation, because of gradual thickening of the liquid film and eventual collapse of the
annular regime, the heat transfer coefficient decreased along the micro-channel.
• At the given mass flux, in comparison with three refrigerants, the condensation heat transfer coefficient
of R- 410A was higher than that of R-22 and R-134a.
• Due to its superior thermophysical properties, the condensation heat transfer coefficient of R32 alone
was somewhat higher than that of R1234ze(E), as predicted by the correlations. However, the heat transfer
coefficient values of single components were drastically higher than those of the binary and ternary mixtures.
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Fluids with low global warming potential and fluids used in technological cooling have also been studied
recently. Technological developments and the widespread use of environmentally friendly practices demonstrate
that research in this direction will increasingly continue.
Smooth Tubes with Inclined Orientation
The inclination effect on condensation characteristics for smooth pipes was investigated in a sophisticated
two-part study by Lips and Meyer [37, 66]. They demonstrated the alteration of flow pattern, heat transfer
coefficient, void fraction and pressure drop for all the various inclination angles at experimental set-up. The
selected refrigerant R134a at a saturation temperature of 40 °C circulated inside a smooth pipe with an inner
diameter of 8 mm. Mass fluxes ranged from 200 to 600 kg/m2s and vapour qualities ranged from 0.1 to 0.9. They
observed that flow profile and condensation heat transfer were strongly influenced by inclination angle. In the
downward flows, 15° angle in the pipe increased the heat transfer coefficient up to 20%, whereas in the upward
flows, declines could be observed. The experimental data of Lips and Meyer [37, 66] were used to develop
correlations to predict heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of flow [38]. The authors focused on the
stratified flow model and thus they investigated heat transfer characteristics, flow behaviour and pressure drop.
According to the experimental findings, the maximum heat transfer coefficient occurred at about an inclination
angle of 15°. It was shown that the capillary forces and gravitational forces were dominant in conditions of twophase stratified flow. New correlations for heat transfer and pressure drop calculations were developed and
compared with existing experimental literature. It was observed that the developed correlations were compatible
with the data in the literature and further experimental research was needed for better understanding of flow
characteristics in inclined pipes.
An example of schematic diagram of the test apparatus and test condenser could be seen in Figure 5 and
Figure 6, respectively.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the test apparatus. [From Adelaja et al. [67], with permission from Elsevier.]

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the test condenser [From Adelaja et al. [67], with permission from Elsevier.]
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An experimental investigation of convective condensation of R134a flow in an inclined smooth copper
pipe was conducted by Adelaja et al. [68]. Experiments were performed in the following conditions: 8.38 mm
inner diameter of pipe, 200 to 400 kg/m2s mass flux of flow, -90° to +90° inclination angle of pipe, 40 °C mean
saturation temperature of liquid and 0.1 to 0.9 vapour quality of fluid. According to the results, the vapour quality
and inclination angle had a strong influence on the heat transfer. The developed correlation by the authors yielded
the following: for horizontal flow, mean and average deviations of 9.22% and 3.44% respectively; for vertical
downward flow, 19.41% and 5.25% respectively. As in the previous studies [6, 8, 9] it was stated that the
inclination angle was more effective at low mass flux.
Mohseni et al. [69] performed an experiment on a testing apparatus which contained a plain pipe with
different inclination angles from -90° to +90°. Refrigerant R134a flowed in the system with mass fluxes ranging
from 53 to 212 kg/m2s for each inclination case. The research showed that pipe inclination substantially affected
vapour and condensed liquid distribution, and consequently, also the condensation heat transfer, especially at low
mass flux and vapour quality. The researchers reported that the optimum heat transfer coefficient occurred at an
inclination angle of +30° and the minimum heat transfer coefficient occurred at an inclination angle of -90°. The
developed correlation could predict the experimental data accurately within ±14 %.
Xing et al. [70] experimentally investigated condensation heat transfer during the flow of refrigerant
R245fa in a pipe with a length of 1 200 mm and a diameter of 14.81 mm. The refrigerant mass fluxes, vapour
qualities and the inclination angle of pipes varied from 191.3 to 705.4 kg/m2s, 0.191 to 0.947 and 90° to 90°
respectively. The major flow patterns in the condenser pipes were stratified-smooth, intermittent and stratifiedwavy flows. The best-performing heat transfer coefficient occurred at inclination angles of -15° and +30°. The
research indicated that the inclination angle had a strong effect on the heat transfer coefficient for the nearhorizontal position of the pipe. A new experimental correlation for condensation heat transfer was developed,
which was in good agreement with vapour mass quality and Froude number.
On the vertical and the inclined thermosyphons, both theoretical and experimental investigations were
conducted by Wang and Ma [71]. +15° to +90° inclination angle of pipe was arranged for the experimental setup in conditions that were 10 to 40 kW/m2 heat flux of condenser and 8 to 15 kPa of vapour pressure. The research
indicated an inclination angle effect on the condensation heat transfer coefficient and +20° to +50° of inclination
presented the optimum heat transfer. Finally, a semi-empirical correlation was presented. Wang and Du [72]
proposed an analytical model for predicting condensation heat transfer in inclined small/mini-diameter pipes. Four
different pipes were investigated in this research. It was shown that the effect of the inclination angle would
increase if the pipe diameter increased, but the effect of the inclination angle on Nusselt number was complex for
different sizes of pipes. Gravity had a decreasing effect on flow condensation, according to the results of this paper.
For a nearly horizontal pipe, Ahn et al. [39] developed a new model that included convective heat transfer
and film condensation. Heat transfer characteristics at inclination angles of 0° to +3° and diversified separated
flow regimes were investigated for air-water and steam-water conditions. The proposed method properly predicted
the characteristics of flow considering the experimental observations. Ahn et al. [40] also studied separated flow
regimes in the case of pure saturated steam flow in a 40 mm inner diameter pipe at inclination angles of -10° to
0°. Multidimensional parameters for local condensation heat transfer were selected as saturated steam at 1 to 5
bar of pressures and 10 to 50 kg/m2s of mass fluxes in an inclinable pipe with a length of 3 m. The proposed model
predicted the heat transfer coefficient according to the experimental data with an average deviation of 6.2%. The
authors anticipated that this model could be applicable to 35 to 40 mm of inner diameter pipes, 1 to 67 bar of
pressure and 10 to 329 kg/m2s of mass fluxes.
Steam condensation heat transfer characteristics in a 30° inclined pipe were experimentally studied by
Yang et al. [73]. The empirical correlation developed by the researchers predicted the condensation heat transfer
coefficient better for large-diameter inclined pipes than the correlations examined in the study. The researchers
concluded that heat transfer coefficients in inclined pipe were nearly 1.06 to 2.98 times better than for the
horizontal orientation.
A theoretical analysis was conducted by Hussein et al. [74] for laminar film condensation. An inclined
wickless heat pipe flat-plate solar collector was used for this purpose. It was concluded that condensation heat
transfer strongly influenced by the inclination angle and condenser section dimensions ratio. The authors pointed
out that the proposed equation for condensation heat transfer was valid for inclination angles of 0° to +90°.
One of the most comprehensive research works in the literature was carried out by Shah [75] as a result
of a detailed examination of the available experimental data from previous studies. The new correlation for heat
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transfer was developed for conditions of pipe diameter of 2 to 49 mm, mass flux of 4 to 820 kg/m2s, Reynolds
number of 68 to 85 000, reduced pressure of 0.0008 to 0.9 and Prandtl number of 1 to 18. The experimental data
used for the validation of the developed correlation included 22 fluids (water, organics, hydrocarbon refrigerants,
halocarbon refrigerants) condensation in horizontal, vertical and downward-inclined pipes. The proposed
correlation showed good agreement with the vertical and horizontal orientations but not with the slightly inclined
orientation. Especially at Rev < 16 000, further investigations were needed for both horizontal and slightly inclined
cases. The author investigated condensation heat transfer in smooth conventional pipes as well as mini and micropipes in another research paper [76]. Different types of pipe channels (rectangular, round, triangular, etc.), different
pipe orientations (-90° to +90°), different flowing fluids (33 fluids) and different experimental variables (0.1 to 49
mm diameter, 1.1 to 1400 kg/m2s mass flux, etc.) were analysed in detail and comprehensive correlations
predicting 4 063 data points with nearly 17% mean absolute deviations were developed.
Camaraza-Medina et al. [77] studied film condensation in pipes with various orientations observed from
available data in the literature. A new model was proposed and verified with 22 different flowing fluids for 2 to
50 mm inner diameter, 0.1 to 0.9 steam quality, 3 to 850 kg/m 2s mass flux and other parameters mentioned in the
research paper. The developed model showed good agreement with all cases of pipe orientation and could be
considered proper for practical designs. Würfel et al. [41] investigated two-phase friction factor, heat transfer, film
thickness and also entrainment for n-heptane/air, condensing n-heptane and water/air fluid flow in an inclined
pipe. The authors proposed a special model for local condensation heat transfer in terms of the experimental
outcomes.
Ewim et al. [78] measured the heat transfer coefficients and flow patterns during the condensation of
R134a in a smooth inclined tube at low mass fluxes at a mean saturation temperature of 40 oC. They carried out
experiments for various mean vapour qualities between 0.1 to 0.9 in a test section with an inside diameter of 8.38
x 10-3 m and a length of 1.5 m. It was found that altering the inclination angles significantly altered the heat transfer
coefficients and flow patterns. For instance, the highest heat transfer coefficients were found at inclinations of
−15o and −30o and the corresponding lowest temperature difference was tested for in each case. In general, it was
observed that the heat transfer coefficients were more sensitive to downward flows than to upward flows. It was
also found that the heat transfer coefficients for downward and upward vertical orientations (+90 o and -90o) were
not dependent on the temperature difference. It was also found that the inclination effect decreased with an
increase in temperature difference and increased with a decrease in mass flux and vapour quality.
Most recently, Adelaja et al. [67] proposed a model capable of predicting the heat transfer coefficients
during condensation inside inclined tubes subject to diabatic conditions. They used an extensive database of
experimental results collected from the research group led by Professor Josua Meyer to develop the model. It was
found that this new proposed model showed an excellent agreement with the experimental data within a global
average and mean absolute deviations of -5.74% and 1.13% respectively. The performance of the new model was
also compared with results from three different laboratories and the new model predicted them with a high level
of accuracy.
Heat transfer studies in smooth inclined channels made the following important contributions to the
literature:
• Heat transfer coefficients in inclined tubes were approximately 1.06 to 2.98 times higher than those in
horizontal tubes due to tilting influences of the heat transfer during condensation in a tube.
• The condenser section dimensions ratio had a significant effect on the condensation heat transfer
coefficient inside the inclined wickless heat pipes.
The work on smooth straight pipes has been more intensely studied due to the absence of structures such
as fins that disrupt the flow characteristics. However, straight pipes are less efficient than enhanced pipes
considering the limitations in the ability to improve the thermophysical properties of the flow and the
disadvantages such as taking up more space.
Enhanced Tubes with Inclined Orientation
Akhavan-Behabadi et al. [79] studied refrigerant R134a condensation in a micro-fin pipe with different
orientations of the inclination angle between the range of -90° and +90°. Three mass velocities were also tested
at 54, 81, and 107 kg/m2s. The heat transfer coefficient greatly increased with slightly inclined horizontal
orientations and the inclination of +30° generated the highest value of the experiments. However, the lower heat
transfer was observed for vertical orientations. Research revealed a 32 to 48% difference between the best
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performance and the worst performance. Finally, for the more accurate prediction of experimental data, a new
Nusselt number correlation was developed. An example of the schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
and section of the enhanced tube is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively.

Figure 7. The schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus [From Adelaja et al.[80],
with permission from Elsevier.]

Figure 8. The section of the enhanced tube [From Adelaja et al. [80], with permission from Elsevier.]
An experimental investigation was conducted by Khoeini et al. [81] to analyse condensation heat transfer
inside a corrugated pipe in the case of R-134a flow with different inclination angles of −90° to +90°. Mass fluxes
were between 87 and 253 kg/m2s and the vapour quality was between 0.2 and 0.8 in the test condenser. The
researchers pointed out that the change in pipe inclination had a strong influence on condensation heat transfer,
especially at low vapour qualities and low mass fluxes. The optimum condensation heat transfer coefficient was
1.41 times greater than the worst case and it occurred for α = +30°. An empirical correlation was proposed based
on the experimental data.
Yildiz et al. [82] also investigated heat transfer during condensation for a micro-fin pipe in conditions of
different inclination angles. In this research paper where reflux condensation was taken into account, the optimum
heat transfer coefficient occurred at +30° inclination angle. It was observed that heat transfer at this orientation
was quadruplicate that of heat transfer in the vertical case. Also, it was evident that the micro-fin structure created
better heat transfer characteristics than for the smooth structure. The authors pointed out the difficulty of
investigating reflux condensation in inclined enhanced pipes, as well as the dearth of investigations into the
condensation of inclined enhanced pipes in the literature. The developed correlations for condensation in inclined
enhanced pipes are shown in Table 2.
Adelaja et al. [80] measured heat transfer coefficients (HTC) and pressure drop during condensation
inside inclined smooth and micro-fin tubes. For the micro-fin tube, they obtained maximum heat transfer
coefficient at tube inclinations of between −15 and −5° (downward flows), while for the smooth tube, the
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maximum HTC was found at inclinations of between −30 and −15° (downward flows). The HTC enhancement
factors were found to be between 0.98 and 2.38 depending on the angle of inclination. For both tubes, it was found
that higher mass fluxes generally led to increased frictional pressure drop. It was also found that the lowest
frictional pressure drop occurred at either horizontal tube positions or vertical downward flow inclinations. It was
concluded that penalty factors ranged between 0.8 and 4 and were dependent on the mass flux, inclination and
vapour quality.
Current studies have indicated that the change in tube inclination has a significant effect on condensation
heat transfer of the flow and the highest heat transfer coefficient occurs when the micro-fin tube is horizontal at
high-vapour qualities and is +30° inclined at low-vapour qualities. It has been observed that the condensation heat
transfer coefficient in enhanced pipes should be studied in the literature by using different working fluids and
widely varying inclination angles.
FLOW REGIME DETERMINATION BOILING STUDIES
Introductory Remarks
The importance of flow regimes in boiling is substantial because the flow regime is one of the most
important factors in any two-phase flow problem. The flow regimes affect the behaviour of a gas-liquid mixture
in a significant way. Moreover, it is essential to understand the behaviour of the gas-liquid mixture to solve the
main relations that are needed for the calculation of two-phase conservation equations. Methods for predicting the
major two-phase flow regimes are required to model and analyse two-phase flow systems [83].
Although the classification of flow boiling regimes is not yet clear in adiabatic vertical flow, most
researchers accept four major flow regimes: bubbly flow, slug and cap-slug flow, churn flow, annular flow. These
regimes are identified as follows:
1. Bubbly flow: Small dispersed spherical bubbles flow in a liquid-phase continuum. In very low gas flow
rates, the bubbles have little interaction, but when gas flow rates are increased, the bubbles increase in number
density. When gas flow rates continue to increase, the bubbles’ interaction leads to their coalescence and breakup
[83].
2. Slug flow and cap-slug flow: In high gas flow rates, the bubble coalesces and this situation leads to an
increase in the number density of tiny bubbles and the forming of bigger bubbles. This is defined as slug flow. In
a situation in which the annulus gap size is smaller than the distorted bubble limit, the cap bubbles cannot be seen.
Therefore, a growing bubble is radially enclosed by the inner and outer walls until reaching the maximum distorted
bubble. The cap bubble squeeze between the inner and outer walls occurs if bubbles continue to grow [84].
3. Churn flow: This type of flow develops at high gas flow rates due to large Taylor bubbles. In the churn
regime, chaotic motion of the irregularly shaped gas pockets takes place, with literally no obvious interfacial shape
[83].
4. Annular flow: This type of flow replaces churn flow at higher gas flow rates. The gas phase flows in
the center of the gap and the liquid phase flows along the walls as a film. The droplets are usually 10 to 100 μm in
diameter [85]. Mostly, part of the liquid phase is entrained as small droplets in the gas core [83].
The flow regimes of boiling inside vertical and inclined tubes are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10,
respectively.

Figure 9. Flow regimes for vertical upward flow [From Sairson et al. [86], with permission from Elsevier.]
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Figure 10. Flow regimes for two-phase flow (for Do = 12.5 mm, Do = 8.0 mm, h = 30) [From Wongwises and
Pipathattakul [87], with permission from Elsevier.]
Literature Studies
Hernández et al. [88] sought to determine the identification of flow regime in boiling two-phase flow in
a vertical tube. They focused on boiling heat transfer. The flows were upward and the tubes were vertically
oriented. They operated tubes having inner diameters of 19.1 mm and outer diameters of 38.1mm. They measured
conductivity in nine radial locations for each of the five ports to ascertain the bubble chord length distribution for
each flow situation. The calculated practical matrix covered test cases at different inlet pressures, ranged between
200 and 950 kPa.
Layssac et al. [89] conducted practical research on heat transfer during R245fa flowing in a 1.6 mm inner
diameter of tube. The investigation segment consisted of a sapphire tube covered with ITO, which enabled the
evaporator to be visible. They observed that the nucleate boiling and the convective boiling modes were in
competition. The results were approved with the track of the flow in the evaporator. The influence of the orientation
on heat transfer was then investigated and it revealed that almost no differences were recorded. This situation was
attributed to the effects of the discontinuous tube flow regime transition and the transition from nucleate to flow
boiling heat transfer regime.
A set of experiments was run by Krishnamurthy and Peles [90] on the subject of flow boiling heat transfer
on a microchannel into which micro-pin fins had been placed. In their test, forced convection boiling of 1-methoxy
heptafluoropropane (HFE 7000) in 222 μm hydraulic diameter channels containing a row of 24 in-line 100 μm pin
fins was examined. Flow visualisation showed the presence of isolated bubbles, bubbles interacting, multiple flow
and annular flow. In conclusion, the authors compared a plain microchannel with micropin fins entrenched for a
thermal performance evaluation, and found that the existence of pin fins clearly enhanced the characteristics of
heat transfer.
Zhang et al. [91] experimentally worked on flow boiling of liquid nitrogen in oriented tubes. They also
tracked the velocities and length distributions of Taylor bubbles. In their tests, they aimed at reaching a further
conclusion on the phenomena of boiling flow of liquid nitrogen in inclined tubes having a closed bottom. In the
test, tubes of 0.014 and 0.018 m inner diameter were used individually both at lengths of 1.0 m. The researchers
oriented the tubes at degrees ranging from 0 to 45° from the horizontal. They used a statistical method to assess
the practical data. The impact of the inclination angles on the velocities and the length distributions of the nitrogen
Taylor bubbles at different positions through the tubes were analysed. The authors reasoned that the average
velocity of nitrogen Taylor bubbles was in rise through the annular channel when the annular channel was oriented
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at 0°, 10° and 20°. On the other hand, when the inclination angle was 30°, it was observed that the velocity grew
first, and then descended along the tubes; when the inclination angle was 45°, the velocity diminished along the
tubes. At the same x/D location, the velocity of the Taylor bubbles ascended first, and then fell with the increase
of θ.
Cornwell and Kew [92] intended to determine the flow regimes of R-113 flow boiling inside parallel
rectangular channels. A compact multi-channel plate was used. In the test, they used 75 channels with 1.2 mm
wide x 0.9 mm deep dimensions and 36 channels with 3.25 mm wide x 1.1 mm deep dimensions with vertical
orientation. Mass fluxes varied from 124 kg⁄m2 s to 627 kg⁄m2 s as the heat fluxes were between 3 and 33
kW⁄m2 . The mass fluxes and the mean heat fluxes were controlled and mean heat transfer coefficient was recorded
together with the flow regime by use of photographic and high-speed video techniques. They plotted a heat flux
and heat transfer coefficient graph showing the results for each zone and each geometry. Also, flow regimes were
observed. They observed that the flow was unstable at low flow rates. As a conclusion, they developed new Nusselt
number equations for each type of flow.
Kandlikar et al. [93] studied the flow boiling of water and observed the flow using a high-speed video
camera. In the test, multi-channel evaporators were made of six parallel channels on which heat flux was applied
electrically. They observed typical bubbly flow, annular flow and slug flow as well as nucleation. Moreover, to
understand the important fluctuations, visual confirmation of complete flow reversal in some of the channels was
made.
Lakshminarasimhan et al. [94] conducted practical research into flow boiling of R-11 in order to observe
the location at the beginning of nucleation. The channel used in the test was 20 mm wide x 357 mm long. The wall
of the channel was heated. The nucleation on the front was seen clearly in the laminar flow region. When the
turbulent region was seen on the front of the channel due to an increase in the flow rate, onset nucleate boiling
could not be determined clearly. However, onset nucleate boiling may have occurred at separate locations.
In conclusion, flow boiling inside horizontally, vertically or otherwise oriented tubes and channels was
investigated to determine flow regimes. The fluids which were examined for flow boiling were R245fa, R-11 and
R-113 liquid nitrogen HFE 7000. Hernández et al. [88] determined bubble chord length distribution for each flow
situations. Layssac et al. [89] researched the effects of discontinuous tube flow pattern transition and nucleation.
Krishnamurthy and Peles [90] observed isolated bubbles, bubbles interacting, multiple flow and annular flow.
Zhang et al. [91] found that the average velocity of nitrogen Taylor bubbles was in rise through the annular channel
when the annular channel was oriented at 0°, 10° and 20°. Cornwell and Kew [92] observed isolated bubbles,
confined bubbles and annular flow occurring at the same time. Kandlikar et al. [93] observed typical bubbly flow,
slug flow and annular flow as well as nucleation. Lakshminarasimhan et al. [94] aimed to observe the location of
the beginning of nucleation.
PRESSURE DROP DETERMINATION BOILING STUDIES
Introductory Remarks
As the pressure drop flow boiling is closely associated with the flow regimes, many researchers have been
interested in local pressure drop in well-analysed two-phase flow patterns. Therefore, the prediction of two-phase
pressure drop is a principal factor in designing a wide range of applications. The total pressure drop of fluid occurs
because of the variation of the kinetic and potential energies as well as the friction at the wall of the flow channel.
The total pressure drop can be calculated as:
∆𝑃𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∆𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + ∆𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 + ∆𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙

(4)

The frictional pressure gradient is crucial for the total pressure drop. Two-phase frictional pressure drop is
dependent on mixture density, vapour quality and void fraction, velocity of vapour and liquid. It can be seen that
total pressure drop is the sum of acceleration, static and frictional pressure drop [95].
Horizontal and Vertical Orientations
Brutin and Tadrist [96] investigated the pressure drop of forced convection boiling in a mini-channel to
determine the effect of the inlet condition on two-phase flow stability. They used a rectangular mini-channel of
0.5 × 4 mm cross-section (hydraulic diameter: 889m). They investigated two-phase flow pressure drop at several
different mass fluxes for a specific heat flux. Steady and unsteady thermo-hydraulic performances were observed.
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Steady and unsteady behaviours were calculated to be a function of the upstream boundary conditions. For the
steady state, a pressure loss model was suggested based on a homogeneous assumption.
Zhang et al. [97] did research on two-phase frictional pressure drop and void fraction in mini-channels.
They used the separated flow and drift-flux models in their research. They noted that the non-dimensional Laplace
constant was a principal parameter to correlate the Chisholm [98] parameter as well as the distribution parameter
in mini-channels. In conclusion, they stated that the Dukler [99] correlation, which is based on a homogeneous
model, conformed well with adiabatic two-phase flow as well as liquid-vapour flow, while prediction of the flow
boiling data was not good. The Mishima-Hibiki [100] correlation also showed best performance when the existing
void fraction correlations were reviewed extensively.
Celen et al. [101] researched the forced convection boiling heat transfer and pressure drop tryouts in order
to examine augmentation of the micro-fin tube for the heat transfer rate. They compared the results with those of
a plain tube. The practical boiling heat transfer coefficient and total pressure drop of R134a boiling inside the
micro-fin tube were measured to be 1.9 and 3.0 times higher than for the plain tube for the same fin root diameter
respectively. They also found that total pressure drop ascended with an increase in vapour quality, saturation
temperature and mass flux. The heat transfer coefficient increased up to 1.9 times owing to an increase in heat
transfer area, wetted perimeter and contribution of micro-fins to radial flows in the tube. The results also presented
a disadvantageous situation: higher roughness and micro-fins affected the friction factor considerably, hence it
was found that the pressure drop increased up to three times in the micro-fin tube.
Tong et al. [102] conducted practical research on pressure drop with highly subcooled forced convection
boiling in small-diameter tubes. They experimentally determined the parameters having an important effect on
pressure drop in highly subcooled flow boiling. These parameters were mass flux, internal diameter, aspect ratio,
inlet temperature and exit pressure. The tube in the test had inner diameters which ranged from 1.05 to 2.44 mm.
Other parameters were mass fluxes of 25000 to 45000 kg⁄m2 s, exit pressure was 4 to 16 bar and inlet temperatures
ranged from 22 to 66 ℃. They concluded that mass flux, tube inner diameter and aspect ratio were the parameters
which most affected the pressure drop. In two-phase flow, the pressure drop went up with an increase in mass flux
and with a decrease in aspect ratio. According to them, both inlet temperature and exit pressure affected two-phase
boiling significantly.
Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] investigated pressure drop of flow boiling in tubes and presented a
simple pressure drop correlation. Furthermore, they controlled the suggested correlation and 14 other correlations
in the literature, which measured 9 300 data points for frictional pressure drop for numerous fluids. They observed
that the best agreement between predicted and measured values was reached by using the correlation developed
by Bandel [104].
Yan et al. [105] conducted a test on the pressure drop of water flow boiling. The test situation was highly
subcooled and under high heat and mass fluxes. The tube oriented vertically and had a diameter of 9 mm and
length of 400 mm. Other parameters were 0 to 12.5 MW⁄m2for heat fluxes, and 6000 to 10000 kg⁄m2 s for mass
fluxes, 3 to 5 MPa for pressure and 6 to 224 °∁ for liquid subcooling. According to their observations, the
subcooled boiling pressure drop went up when heat and mass fluxes increased. However, the pressure drop
decreased with increasing pressure. They concluded that there was a huge difference between correlations used
and the test results because of varying parameters and fluids.
Tran et al. [106] conducted tests experimentally on two-phase pressure drop of fluids flowing in small
channels and compared the results with correlations in the literature. By improving these correlations, they
suggested a new correlation. R-134a, R-12 and R-113 were used as refrigerants. The pressure drop ranged from
138 to 856 kPa and two different size tubes and one channel were used. One tube had a diameter of 2.46 mm and
the other tube had a diameter of 2.92 mm. The dimensions of the rectangular channel were 4.06 x 1.7 mm. They
used state-of-the-art correlations by employing the R-134a data. As a result, the new correlation was compared
with the experimental data for the three fluids and the deviation was found to be ± 20%.
Ribatski et al. [107] analysed the practical data for two-phase frictional pressure drop in micro-channels
and compared the prediction methods. They obtained the experimental data from the literature. The pressure drop
data covered both adiabatic and diabatic conditions with eight fluids. Mass fluxes ranged from 23 to 6000 kg⁄m2 s.
They analysed the data and compared the data with 12 two-phase frictional pressure drop prediction correlations.
They reported that Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] and Mishima and Hibiki [100] presented the best predictions
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besides the homogeneous model. However, the data and correlations showed poor agreement at vapour qualities
higher than 0.5.
Steinke and Kandlikar [108] researched forced convection boiling and pressure drop in micro-channels
during laminar flow. An experimental test was conducted and the characteristics of both heat transfer and pressure
drop were analysed. Six parallel channels with diameter of 0. 207 mm in which water flowing inside were tested.
They found that the adiabatic friction factor calculated was in good agreement within the ± 10% error range.
Yun et al. [109] carried out tests on evaporative heat transfer and pressure drop of R410A in rectangular
micro-channels. The channels had hydraulic diameters of 1.36 and 1.44 mm. The saturation temperatures were 0,
5 and 10 ℃ as constant. The mass flux ranged from 200 to 400 kg⁄m2 s with 10 to 20 kW⁄m2 as heat flux. They
observed that the correlations in the literature predicted the two-phase pressure drop well. Moreover, the pressure
drop of R410A was similar to that in larger-diameter tubes.
The pressure drop of R-134a in a small annular-shaped channel oriented horizontally was researched by
Yan and Lin [110]. The pipe was circular and had a diameter of 2.0 mm. They investigated pressure drop
characteristics in order to design effective evaporators for cooling systems. They reported that the pressure drop
calculated was higher with an increase in the mass rates and heat flux. According to the data obtained, they
presented empirical correlations for the friction factors of the evaporation.
Mancin et al. [111] conducted practical research on R134a flowing inside a micro-fin tube, which had a
diameter of 3.4 mm. The inside part of the tube was coated with copper and heated electrically. The test was
conducted at constant saturation temperature of 30 ℃ . The mass fluxes were between 190 kg⁄m2 s and 940
kg⁄m2 s and heat fluxes were 10, 25 and 50 kW⁄m2 with the vapour quality between 0.2 and 0.99. They measured
the total pressure drop at 25 kW⁄m2 heat flux. At constant mass velocity, they observed that the two-phase
frictional pressure drop increased with increasing vapour quality until a certain value of vapour quality. After some
point, the two-phase flow friction factor decreased with an increase in vapour quality. Regarding the constant
vapour quality, the pressure drop increased with an increase in mass velocity.
Park and Hrnjak [112] experimentally researched the forced convection boiling heat transfer and pressure
drop of CO2, R410A and R22. The test was conducted at adiabatic conditions and constant wall temperature and
at low temperatures in horizontal plain tube, which had a diameter of 6.1 mm. Other parameters were -15 and -30
℃ evaporation temperatures and 100 to 400 kg⁄m2 s mass flux and heat flux of 5 to 15 kW⁄m2 ; the vapour quality
ranged from 0.1 to 0.8. They calculated various mass fluxes, evaporation temperatures and qualities. According to
their calculations, the Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] and Friedel [113] correlations predicted the best within
the ± 30% error range.
Kuo and Wang [114] experimentally studied forced convection boiling of R22 and R407C. A microfin
tube having nominal diameter of 9.52 mm was used. The researchers investigated two-phase heat transfer
coefficient characteristics as well as pressure drop. The test was conducted under the condition of evaporation
pressure of 600 kPa. It was found that the pressure drop of R407C was 30 to 50% lower than for R22. They
implemented another approach to lessen the two-phase friction data. They produced new parameters: two-phase
friction factor ftp consisting of a mean two-phase viscosity, 𝜇̅ . They also expressed two-phase friction factors
consisting of two-phase friction factor ftp. as shown in Table 15.
Rollmann and Spindler [115] presented new models for boiling heat transfer of R407C and R410A inside
horizontal microfin tubes. They also researched pressure drop characteristics. The experiments were carried out at
saturation temperatures between –30 and + 10 ℃ and heat fluxes between 1 000 and 20 000 W/m2. The mass flux
ranged from 25 to 300 kg/m2s and vapour quality was between 0.1 and 1.0. They yielded a correlation for the total
pressure drop as shown in Table 15. The mean deviation of the measured values from the experimental ones was
18.1%.
Didi et al. [116] researched the prediction of the boiling pressure drop of refrigerants in horizontal tubes.
They aimed to compare the prediction methods in the literature. The authors used the data obtained from Kattan
[117], who did tests under the conditions of mass flux between 100 and 500 kg/m2s and vapour quality between
0.04 and 1.0. The refrigerants of the research were R-134a, R-123, R-402A, R- 404A and R-502 flowing inside
two horizontal tubes having diameters of 10.92 and 12.00 mm. The prediction methods of Lockhart and Martinelli
[118], Friedel [113], Grönnerud [119], Chisholm [120], Bankoff [121], Chawla [122] and Müller-Steinhagen and
Heck [103] were compared. They reported that Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] and Grönnerud’s [119] methods
were the best method for predicting annular flow. Friedel 114’s method came third in prediction accuracy.
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In this section, pressure drop of horizontally and vertically oriented tubes as presented in the literature
were investigated. Experimental tests were conducted at different mass flow rates, heat fluxes and vapour qualities.
The findings were compared with the outcomes of correlations based on the homogeneous model and found to be
in good agreement. In the studies, the errors ranged from ±10% to ±30 %.
Smooth Tubes with Inclined Orientation
Maddi and Rao [123] conducted practical tests on forced convection boiling in tubes inclined in solar
collectors. They tested 700 sets of heat transfer coefficients and 900 sets of pressure drop in inclined flow boiling.
They reported that the heat transfer and frictional pressure drop in flow boiling were influenced by the angle of
inclination in the bubbly and discontinuous flow regimes, while the inclination was marginally affected in the tube
flow regime.
Wang et al. [124] investigated the effect of inclination on the flow boiling efficiency of a microchannel
heat sink. In the research, HFE-7100 was used as fluid. The heat sink consisted of a multi-port microchannel
having a hydraulic diameter of 0.825 mm. The microchannel heat sink was oriented from - 90° to + 90°. They
found that the heat transfer coefficient of the channel oriented vertically was similar to that of the channel oriented
horizontally. Comparing the channel oriented 45° upwards with the other channel inclinations, it was found that
the 45° inclination angle had the highest heat transfer rate.
Jang et al. [125] investigated flow boiling pressure drop of FC-72 in small channel heat sinks. The heat
sinks, which were used for cooling of electronic devices, had an inner diameter of 2 mm and outer diameter of 4
mm with 100 mm length. The heat flux was applied to the copper block with the magnitude of 0.5 to 3.0 W⁄cm2.
They modified the current pressure drop correlations according to data obtained. The homogeneous pressure drop
model predicted the pressure drop at 0.9% for average and 27.0% for mean deviations, while the average and mean
deviations of the original homogeneous model were -41% and 49.8% respectively.
Wongwises and Pipathattakul [87] researched pressure drop of two-phase flow in an inclined channel.
The two-phase flow was gas-liquid flow in a narrow annular channel. The research was done experimentally. The
round-shaped channel in the test section had an inner diameter of 8 mm and outer diameter of 12.5 mm. In this
test, flow patterns were also observed through a high-speed camera. They observed slug flow regime in the
horizontal channel. At low liquid velocity in the horizontal channel, the presence of slug flow slowed down the
pressure drop for a short time, then raised the pressure drop after the air velocity increased. According to their
observation, with channel orientations at 30° and 60°, the pressure did not increase suddenly with slug-bubbly
flow.
Tshuva et al. [126] conducted a practical test on two-phase flow in inclined parallel tubes. Two-phase
flow in parallel tubes was used in the direct steam generation by solar heating. In the test, two pipes were placed
parallel and the third one was for control. The pipes had a diameter of 24 mm and length of 300 cm. The pipes
were oriented from 0° to 90°. They used physical models to calculate the pressure model. Firstly, they determined
the flow pattern then the pressure drop was obtained by physical models. They concluded that the symmetric
distribution of the two phases yielded less pressure drop than that of all the other combinations of gas and liquid.
In this part of the literature review, the presented degree of tube inclinations ranged from - 90° to + 90°.
Maddi and Rao [123] found that in bubbly and discontinuous flow regimes, the inclination affected the flow regime
in an important manner. Wang et al. [124] observed that the results were best at 45° inclination angle. Jang et al.
[125] compared their results with the homogeneous model. According to them, the homogeneous model predicted
the pressure drop with average and mean deviations of 0.9% and 27.0%. Wongwises and Pipathattakul [87] found
that slug flow slowed down the pressure drop for a short time, then raised the pressure drop after the air velocity
increased. Tshuva et al. [126] concluded that the symmetric distribution of the two phases yielded less pressure
drop.
Enhanced Tubes with Inclined Orientation
An example of the schematic diagram of test apparatus and sketch and real photo of the enhanced tube
could be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12, respectively.
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Figure 11. The schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus [Adapted from Laohalertdecha and
Wongwises [127], with permission from Elsevier.]

Figure 12. The sketch (a) and photo (b) of the enhanced tube [From Aroonrat and Wongwises [25],
with permission from Elsevier.]
Piasecka [128] investigated the effect of the parameters on forced convection boiling heat transfer and
pressure drop in mini-channels. The mini-channels were rectangular shaped with measurements 1×40×360 mm.
The fluid flowing inside the channel was Fluorinert FC-72. The test region was heated by a micro-structured foil.
The researcher measured the local values of heat transfer coefficient and the pressure drop for different positions
of the mini-channel. The data for the flow boiling pressure drop were compared with the values calculated by
using nine correlations from the literature. The researcher found that most of the correlations could be used to
determine the two-phase pressure gradient within a small error range (±30 %) of between 90° and -45°.The worst
compatible situation happened for the horizontally oriented.
Piasecka [128] researched flow boiling of Fluorinert FC-72 inside a foil microstructure. According to
him, the correlations could be used to determine the two-phase pressure drop gradient within a small error range
(±30 %) between 90° and -45°.
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HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION BOILING STUDIES
Introductory Remarks
Flow boiling in channels is dominated by two phenomena: convective boiling and nucleate boiling. There
has been a debate on which effect is dominant in flow boiling, while many boiling correlations have been proposed
for determining the characterictics of heat transfer and pressure drop. Nonetheless, it is generally accepted that at
high heat fluxes or low qualities, nucleate boiling is more dominant than convective boiling [129]. An example of
the experimental apparatus and cross-section of the enhanced tube could be seen in Figure 13.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 13. (a) The experimental apparatus (b) Cross-section of the micro-fin tube (c) Schematic photo of the
micro-fin tube. [From Dalkılıç et al. [130], with permission from Journal of Thermal Science and Technology]
The local heat transfer coefficient can be calculated based on the heat gained by fluids inside an evaporator
and the temperature difference between the inside wall of the test evaporator and boiling refrigerant. It can be
shown as follows:
𝜋𝐷𝐿(𝑇𝑤𝑜 −𝑇𝑠)

ℎ = [

𝑄

𝐷

− 2𝑘 ln (
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𝐷𝑜
𝐷

−1

)]

(5)
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The outside-tube-wall temperature, Two, was taken as the arithmetic mean of outside-tube-wall
temperatures at top, two sides and bottom positions [131].
It is also important to identify the channels according to sizes. The researcher [132] classified the channels
according to hydraulic diameters as follows:
 Classical channels—>3 mm
 Mini-channels — 200 𝜇m to 3 mm
 Micro-channels —10 to 200 𝜇m
Horizontal and Vertical Orientations
By the time Gungor et al.’s [133] proposed correlation on flow boiling in single-tube and two-pipe tubes,
there were almost no general correlations in the literature covering both subcooled and saturated boiling. All of
them, focused only subcooled boiling or saturated boiling separately. So Gungor et al.’s [133] correlations could
be seen as a leading work. In the study, they used a wide range of data, 4300 data points with seven fluids and 28
authors. They started off developing the correlations with the widely-used equation below,
ℎ𝑡𝑃 = 𝐸ℎ1 + 𝑆ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙

(6)

In this equation, the term ℎ1 are calculated by Dittus-Bolter equation, which is presented below,
ℎ1 = 0.023𝑅𝑒𝑙 0.8 𝑃𝑟𝑙 0.4 𝑘𝑙 ⁄𝑑

(7)

But this equation couldn’t be able to use for two-phase flow since it was only suitable for liquid flows.
Because the two-phase flow includes higher velocities and void fraction, it needed to increase the heat transfer by
a factor. The factor was defined as Enhancement Factor. Then Gungor et al. [133] defined the enhancement factor
as a function of Boiling Number and Martinelli Parameter in order to making it suitable for two-phase flow.
𝐸 = 𝑓(𝑋𝑡𝑡 , 𝐵𝑜)

(8)

As the superheated liquid forms a boundary layer, the heat transfer coefficient must be lowered by a
factor. This factor are called suppression factor S and are involved in the Equation (6) as second term. Gungor et
al. [133] used the two-phase Reynolds number that had a impact on the extent of suppression. As suggested before,
they used the two-phase Reynolds number in the form below,
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑝 = 𝐸 𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑙

(9)

After these important definitions, they combined the other necessary factors and equations and came to
the final equations below for saturated boiling
𝐸 = 1 + 24 000 𝐵𝑜1.16 + 1.37 (1⁄𝑋𝑡𝑡 )0.86
1

𝑆 = 1+1.15×10−6 𝐸 2𝑅𝑒 1.17
𝑙

(10)
(11)

Then the heat transfer coefficient could be calculated by using the two factors above in the equations.
They used the expression suggested by Cooper [134] for the term ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 as shown below,
ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 = 55 𝑃𝑟 0.12 (− log10 𝑃𝑟 )−0.55 𝑀−0.5 𝑞 0.67

(12)

Boiling in Annuli
4 × 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑑𝑒 = 𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 for gap > 4 mm
4 × 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑑𝑒 = ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 for gap < 4 mm
where 𝑑𝑒 refers to equivalent diameter.
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(13)

(14)
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Subcooled Boiling
They used the equation below instead of the Equation (6) because there were differences at temperatures
of nucleate boiling and forced boiling. Also, there was almost no vapor, the enhancement factor should have been
removed.
𝑞 = ℎ1 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑏 ) + 𝑆ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑠 )
(15)
After comparing the measured heat two-phase heat transfer coefficients with calculated ones by using
their suggested new equations, they concluded that they found the mean deviations were 21.4% for saturated
boiling and 25.0 % for subcooled boiling.
Özdemir [135] researched single-phase flow and forced convection boiling of water in metallic microchannels. He scrutinised the characteristics of the single-phase flow and flow boiling heat transfer. Four oxygenfree copper test sections were operated throughout the experiments. Three microchannel test sections, which had
the same length (L = 62 mm) and hydraulic diameter (Dh = 0.561 mm) but different aspect ratios (β = 0.5, 2.56
and 4.94), were investigated to determine the influence of channel aspect ratio on single-phase flow and flow
boiling. Furthermore, a longer test section (Dh = 0.561 mm, L = 86.8 mm and β = 2.56) was examined in order to
display the effect of channel heated length. The influences of heat flux were evident on boiling curves, while the
effect of the mass rates on the boiling curves was insignificant. The heat transfer coefficient increased with
increasing heat flux and was not dependent on the local vapour quality at low and medium heat fluxes. However,
the heat flux had no impact on the heat transfer coefficient at high heat fluxes. The heat transfer coefficient
diminished when the mass flux increased owing to the high pressure drop.
Lazarek and Black [136] conducted tests on the evaporative heat transfer of a small vertical tube carrying
R-113. Also, pressure drop and critical heat flux were reviewed. In the tests, an annular channel was employed.
The tube had an internal diameter of 0.031 mm. The experiments consisted of vertical, co-current upflow and
downflow configurations. The authors presented an equation for the local heat transfer coefficient and the Nusselt
number consisting of liquid Reynolds number and boiling number. According to the researchers, the subcooled
and saturated boiling sections of the boiling curve were very reproducible throughout the tests. Initial nucleation,
for example, took place at different combinations of increasing heat flux for the inlet and discharge tubes.
Li and Wu [137] experimentally investigated the characteristics of saturated flow boiling heat transfer for
both multi- and single-channels in micro- and mini-channels. The authors employed 3 700 data points, including
numerous working fluids, operational conditions and different diameters of microchannel. The complete record
was assessed by means of various extant correlations to prove their relevant accuracies. However, no extant
correlation could define the data set exactly. A general correlation consisting of Reynolds number, boiling number
and Bond number was given for boiling heat transfer in micro- and mini-channels.
Ong and Thome [2] conducted experimental research on flow boiling of R134a, R236fa and R245fa in a
horizontally oriented 1.030 mm tube in order to find true flow boiling heat transfer outcomes. The researchers
analysed the boiling phenomena for mass fluxes varying between 200 and 1 600 kg/m2s, heat fluxes between 2.3
kW/m2 and 250 kW/m2 at Tsat = 31 °C and ∆Tsub from 2 to 9 K. They deduced that the heat transfer coefficients
of R134a and R236fa increased with the rise in heat flux for numerous qualities at low mass fluxes. Furthermore,
they observed that the fluid characteristics significantly affected the heat transfer characteristics of the fluid.
Candan et al. [138] experimentally investigated flow boiling heat transfer in mini-channels. In their
measurements, they employed five single-channel heat sinks which had the same hydraulic diameter but with
different width and depth. In order to perceive the boiling mechanism meticulously, flow visualisation tests were
conducted. Also, temperature and pressure measurements were taken. They acquired the influences of different
values of the mass flux, vapour quality, heat flux and aspect ratio (ratio of width to depth) on heat transfer
coefficient and pressure drop. They also gained the optimum value of the aspect ratio for a broad range of working
parameters. It was found that two-phase flow local heat transfer coefficient did not ascend or descend
monotonically according to the aspect ratio. On the whole, the best performance for heat transfer was enabled
when AR was equal to 1 with the worst performance when the aspect ratio equaled 0.25. The heat transfer
coefficient increased with increment in heat flux, mass flux and vapour quality. The authors compared their study
with that of Markal et al. [139] and found that in contrast with the Markal et al. [139] study, in their own study,
nucleate boiling was dominant because the heat transfer mechanism and flow patterns in micro-channels were
clearly different. They noted that the cause of the differences was the effects of restrictions. They also concluded
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that the heat transfer coefficient increased with an increase in the heat flux, mass flux, and the local vapor quality.
The total pressure drop increased with increasing heat flux, mass flux and vapour quality.
Markal et al. [140] conducted tests on flow boiling in micro-channels. They measured pressure,
temperature, flow rate and heat fluxes and detailed flow visualisation using a high-speed camera. They did the
tests under different geometrical dimensions, various mass and heat fluxes. They investigated the influences of
mass flux, vapour quality, aspect ratio (ratio of width to length), hydraulic diameter and heat flux on the two-phase
heat transfer coefficient and total pressure drop. The authors ascertained the heat transfer coefficients by applying
obtained values and existing correlations. They also derived a novel correlation. They found that flow boiling in
micro-channels had unique characteristics according to the experimental study and flow visualisation, and hence
the characteristics of micro-channels differed from those of macro-channels. Moreover, when flow patterns were
visualised, the authors noted that the main flow patterns were extended bubble flow and annular flow, adding that
the dominant heat transfer mechanism was convective boiling and aspect ratio and hydraulic diameter parameters
impacted flow and heat transfer characteristics
Nedaei [141] researched subcooled flow boiling in enhanced micro-channels. The researcher also made
modifications on surface characteristics. The test consisted of two parts. In the first part, the researcher covered
the
inner
wall
of
the
stainless
steel
micro-tubes
with
polyhydroxyethylmethacrylate
(pHEMA)/polyperfluorodecylacrylate (pPFDA) by means of applying an initiated chemical vapour deposition
(iCVD) method in order to examine the wettability along the surface. The outcomes of the work were contrasted
with those of a bare tube surface. In conclusion, pertaining to the first part of the study, the researcher found
subcooled boiling heat transfer to be remarkably increasing with covering, as the highest heat transfer coefficient
to arise when the pHEMA was coated with a 64% increase in heat transfer. In the second part of the study, a
horizontal aluminum microchannel having a length of 14 cm, width of 1.5cm and depth of 500μ was taken into
account. Subcooled boiling heat transfer was reviewed. The tests were run for the different fluxes of 70, 100 and
125 kWm-2. The researcher concluded that plates sanded with grit sizes of 400 and 1 000 improved heat transfer
coefficient.
Kandlikar [142] presented a general correlation for two-phase flow boiling heat transfer in vertical and
horizontal annular channels. The author suggested a simple correlation to find saturated flow boiling heat transfer
coefficients for horizontal and vertical tubes. It was in accordance with a model benefitting the contributions owing
to nucleate boiling and convective mechanism. The correlation given accounted for both these cases.
Passos et al. [143] implemented convective boiling measurements of R- 407c. In their tests, refrigerant
R- 407c flowed inside horizontal tubes. The tests were realised for two types of tubes, microfin having an outside
diameter of 12.7 mm and smooth tubes having outside diameters of 7 mm. Practical outcomes on the nucleate and
flow boiling of R-407c were gained. The data were obtained for heat fluxes at 10 and 20 kWm -2. The results
obtained are summarised as follows: for tubes having outside diameter of 7 mm, the heat transfer coefficient for
the micro-fin tubes was found to be greater (100%) than that of the smooth ones and the enhancement was larger
than the rise in the heat transfer surface area of the microfin tubes with a surface factor of 1.46.
Dalkılıç et al. [144] conducted practical research on the flow boiling of R134 in a microchannel heat sink.
They employed rectangular micro-channels as heat sinks. The channel in the test was made of copper and had a
width of 0.382 mm and a depth of 0.407 mm as well as a fin thickness of 0.416 mm. Total of 27 parallel rectangular
micro-channels in heat sinks were operated. In these measurements, the inlet saturation temperatures of fluid were
constant at 18 C, 23 C and 28 C. The mass fluxes were altered from 800 𝑘g⁄𝑚2𝑠 to 1200 𝑘g⁄𝑚2𝑠. In each test,
they launched the heat flux at the wall as 50 𝑘W ⁄𝑚2 and increased it to reach the critical heat flux. Throughout
the tests, the vapour quality at the entrance of the micro-channels was kept constant. They concluded that at low
vapour quality, the heat transfer coefficient notably went up with increment in heat flux. Moreover, the mass flux
was seen to have almost no effect. The authors added that with an increase in heat flux, convective boiling
increased more than nucleate boiling. After this transition, the heat transfer coefficient was found to increase with
the rise in vapour quality and mass flux until dryout point. It was observed that the heat transfer coefficient
ascended with increase in saturation temperatures for all conditions.
Özdemir et al. [145] conducted a practical study of single-phase and boiling flow in micro-channels. The
researchers did their work at high flow rates. They divided the test into two parts. In the first part, fluid flow was
examined within a wide range of mass velocities with different inner diameters in micro-channels. They employed
deionised water as working fluid. The wall temperatures and pressure drop were measured. As a result, the heat
transfer coefficient was acquired. Afterwards, they calculated Nusselt numbers and friction factors by executing
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the obtained parameters. The results were consistent with the existing theory, which was for flows in microscale
and under both laminar and turbulent behaviour. In the second part of their study, boiling heat transfer
characteristics were examined in the identical microchannel conditions. For this part, they deduced that high heat
removal could be enabled at high flow rates for subcooled boiling situations. In addition to this, they determined
that heat transfer coefficients increased with rising mass velocities while falling with heat flux. They concluded
their study by comparing the experimental outcomes with extant partial boiling correlations in the relevant
literature, and fully developed flow correlations.
Wambsganss et al. [146] presented the results of their research on boiling heat transfer of R-113 in a
horizontal small-diameter tube of 2.92 mm diameter. Local heat transfer coefficients were calculated for a range
of heat flux (8.8 - 90.75 kW⁄m2). Mass flux varied between 50 and 300 kg⁄m2 s and equilibrium mass quality
was between 0 and 0.9. They developed 10 different heat transfer correlations by using the experimental results of
local heat transfer coefficients. The researchers observed that small channels showed a slug flow pattern for a
variety of parameters compared with higher-diameter channels. Having occurred high boiling number and slug
flow pattern brought about a domination by nucleation mechanism. They observed that the two-phase correlations
agreed well when the physical parameters were modelled properly. They concluded that the results were strong
functions of heat flux and only slightly dependent on mass rates. They reported that the values they calculated in
their study complied with the measured values of Reid et al. [147] at relatively high boiling numbers and dominant
flow of nucleation in large regions.
The findings by Tran et al. [148] in determining the dependency of the heat transfer coefficient in boiling
were surprising. They noted that the heat transfer coefficients were influenced by heat flux only. These results
were uncommon. The mass flux had reportedly no effect on the heat transfer coefficient. These findings were
supported by Kasza et al. [149], who researched the flow boiling of water in rectangular channels with 2.5 mm x
6 mm dimensions. They found that high heat transfer coefficient in mini- channels occurred thanks to an increase
in bubble activity in thin liquid film
Shiferaw et al. [150] conducted experimental research on flow boiling of R134a. R134a flowed in a tube
of 1.1 mm internal diameter. They also presented a three-zone flow model. In the test, the mass flow rate was
between 100 and 600 kg⁄m2 s and pressure was between 6 and 12 bar and heat flux was 16 and 150 kW⁄m2. For
low heat and mass flux when the quality was below 50%, the heat transfer coefficient was dependent on heat flux
and pressure because it was independent of the vapour quality and the effect of mass flux was negligible. They
noted that the three-zone evaporation agreed fairly well with the experimental results. Though the dryout region
was observed at high quality, it was quite higher than the model predicted.
Ravigururajan et al. [151] tested the flow boiling of R-124 in micro-channels which had 0.27 mm x 11
mm cross-section. They observed that an increase in quality led to a decrease in heat transfer coefficient, which
fell from 11 kW⁄m2 ℃ at x = 0.01 to 8 kW⁄m2 ℃ at x = 0.65. These results indicated that the higher vapour
fraction caused flow oscillations in multi-channels and increased the heat transfer coefficient.
In and Jeong [1] have made experimental investigation in order to search characteristics of flow boiling
inside micro tubes having 1.9 mm inner diameter. R123 and R134a were used as fluid in their tests. Heat fluxes
and mass velocities were 10, 15, 20 kW/m2 and 314, 392, 470 kg/m2s respectively while vapor qualities ranged
from 0.2 to 0.85 and different saturation pressures (158, 208 kPa for R123; 900, 1100 kPa for R134a). They found
that the suppression of nucleate boiling at low vapor quality determines the heat transfer tendency and mechanism
in the flow boiling of micro channels.
The reviewed heat transfer determination studies were summarised in this section. Flow boiling of R-124,
R134a, R-113, R134, R- 407c, R236fa, R245fa and water inside horizontal and vertical tubes was investigated in
the condition of subcooled and saturated flow boiling. The studies were conducted at different mass fluxes, heat
flux rates and qualities. Shiferaw et al. [150] found that the heat transfer coefficient was dependent on heat flux
and pressure, while it was independent of the vapour quality. Tran et al. [148] noted that heat transfer coefficients
were affected by heat flux only. Wambsganss et al. [146] concluded that the results were strong functions of heat
flux and only weakly dependent on mass rates. Özdemir [145] deduced that high heat removal could be enabled
at high flow rates for subcooled boiling situations. Dalkılıç et al. [144] found that the heat transfer coefficient
notably went up with increment in heat flux at low vapour quality. Passos et al. [143] found that for tubes having
an outside diameter of 7 mm, the heat transfer coefficient for the micro-fin tubes was calculated as greater (100
%) than for the plain tubes.
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Smooth Tubes with Inclined Orientation
Kundu et al. [152] investigated the influences of mass fluxes, heat fluxes and tube inclination angles on
the boiling heat transfer coefficient. In their experimental test, refrigerant R407C was boiling flowing through a
plain tube with 7.0 mm hydraulic diameter at different tube inclinations. They proposed new correlations. The
tests involved five different tube inclination angles which varied from 0° to 90° of the direction of the refrigerant
flow. The test indicated that the heat transfer coefficient increased with an increase in mass velocity and heat flux.
The angle of tube inclination had a substantial influence on the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient of R407C.
The highest heat transfer coefficient of 90° was achieved in the route of fluid flow for all mass velocities. It was
found that the error range of the proposed new correlations was ± 20 % and – 3.68 % of MPE, an MAE of 10.44
% and an RMSE of 12.68 %.
Kundu et al. [153] conducted a practical test to determine the characteristics of flow boiling heat transfer
of R134a and R407C in a plain tube at different inclinations. They conducted a practical analysis of using R134a
and R407C in a smooth copper tube. Tubes had inclination angles ranging between 0° and 90° for five different
angles. The practical data were attained for a mass velocity ranging from 100 to 300 kg/m2 s, heat flux range of 3
to 10 kW/m2 with inlet temperature of 5 to 9 °C and vapour quality ranging from 0.1 to 0.9. The tube length tested
was 1.2 m, the plain tube which was made of copper had an inner diameter of 7.0 mm and outside diameter of 9.52
mm.
Gang et al. [154] researched forced convection heat transfer characteristics of inclined tubes. Tests were
carried out to study the flow boiling heat transfer of water in an inclined upward tube oriented at 20°. The other
conditions were that the tube had an inner diameter of 26 mm. They found that the dissipation of heat transfer
characteristics through the circumference of the inclined tube was non-uniform. The wall temperature was in
decrease, and therefore, the heat transfer coefficient increased with an increase in circumferential angle.
Morcos et al. [155] experimentally examined boiling heat transfer in rectangular channels. The channels
were oriented horizontally as well as inclined. They conducted the test under a relatively low heat flux. The test
facility included aluminum rectangular channels, which were electrically heated and had aspect ratios of 2.67 and
0.37. The practical consequences of the two-phase Nusselt number for the two aspect ratios and for the inclination
angles of 0, 15, 30 and 45 degrees were correlated with a ratio of the two-phase to the liquid-phase Reynolds
number for the forced convection vaporisation region. The test outcomes revealed that Nu TP for a given aspect
ratio and inclination angle depended not only on ReTP but also on the mass velocity G. For the given values of
ReTP and G, increasing the aspect ratio led to an increase in NuTP. Furthermore, the optimal value of the inclination
angle which yielded the maximum value of NuTP was calculated the same at 30°. In the flow boiling region, the
practical consequences of NuTP for horizontal and inclined channels were very well correlated using a ratio of ReTP
to Rel. They found that the correlations fairly complied with the practical data of previous investigations.
Wang et al. [156] conducted practical research into the characteristics of heat transfer of water flowing
inside an inclined downward tube. Tests were run through a supercritical pressure CFB boiler. The tube in the test
was oriented at 45° from the horizon with an inner diameter of 20 mm. The tests were conducted in the following
conditions: heat flux from 50 to 585 kW/m2, pressure from 11.5 to 28 MPa, mass flux from 450 to 1550 kg/m 2 s.
It was shown that the heat transfer characteristics of water in the inclined downward tube were not uniform along
the circumference from the top surface to the bottom surface. When the heat flux increased, non-uniformity
increased. When pressures were diminished under subcritical conditions, both dryout and departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB) occurred at the top surface of the tube. Conversely, dryout was only observed on the bottom surface
of the tube and in the vertical downward tube.
Jeong and Kim [157] investigated the subcooled boiling impact of an inclined downward-facing surface.
In the work, the channel was settled to be 10° upwards from the horizon. The researchers employed a copper block
as a test heater, which was placed above the flow channel to simulate the passive cooling system of an ex-vessel
core catcher designed for nuclear power plants. Low mass flux and subcooled boiling conditions ranged between
40 and 300 kg/m2 s and 5 to 25 K respectively. A slight dependence of critical heat flux on the subcooling was
seen with the conditions up to subcooling of 15 K.
This section reviewed research on oriented smooth tubes and channels to determine heat transfer rates.
Kundu et al. [152] found the highest heat transfer rate at 90° in the route of fluid flow for all mass velocities. Gang
et al. [154] noted that the heat transfer coefficient increased with increasing circumferential angle. Morcos et al.
[155] concluded that the correlations were in fair compliance with the practical data of previous investigators.
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Wang et al. [156] found that the heat transfer characteristics of water in an inclined downward tube were not
uniform along the circumference from the top surface to the bottom surface. Jeong and Kim [157] found a slight
dependence of critical heat flux on the subcooling with the conditions up to subcooling of 15 K.
Enhanced Tubes with Inclined Orientation
An example of the experimental apparatus of flow boiling inside inclined boiling and photo of the
enhanced tube could be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12 (a) and (b) respectively.
Akhavan-Behabadi et al. [131] experimentally conducted tests on evaporative heat transfer of R-134a
boiling inside a microfin tube. The tube in the test could be oriented at different angles. They divided the angle α,
in a range of - 90° to +90° into seven different angles from the horizontal. They found that the tube inclination
angle, α, affected the boiling heat transfer coefficient hugely. For all working fluid mass velocities, the highest
heat transfer rates were achieved for an inclination angle of a = +90°. The influence of tube inclination angle, α,
on heat transfer coefficient, h, was more noticeable at low vapour quality as well as at mass velocity. An
experimental correlation was obtained to predict the heat transfer coefficient for flow boiling inside the tube.
Akhavan-Behabadi et al. [131] concluded that the tube inclination angle had a strong effect on the heat
transfer coefficient. Moreover, for all mass fluxes, the highest heat transfer rates were obtained at +90° inclination
angle.
ADVANTAGES OF USING INCLINED TUBES

Figure 14. Pressure drop-superficial vapor velocity relationship [From Wongwises and Pipathattakul [87],
with permission from Elsevier.]

Figure 15. Void fraction-superficial vapor velocity relationship [From Wongwises and Pipathattakul [87],
with permission from Elsevier.]
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In two-phase flow, phenomena that affect the performance of the system in the first order, such as heat
transfer and pressure drop, occur in a complex way depending on liquid-vapor distribution, steam quality, mass
flux, channel geometry and channel inclination. For instance, at high velocities, as the increase in the flow velocity
will increase the heat transfer due to the turbulence effects and at the same time increase the pressure drop, both
phenomena should be taken into account in order to determine the system performance. Besides these main
phenomena, void fraction also affects system performance. In a sample curved pipe model to be considered, the
gravity effect will be more dominant compared to the horizontal position with respect to the direction of flow
(upflow or downflow). The flow that slows down or accelerates with this effect will adopt different flow regimes
depending on the internal structure of the geometry. The balance of gravity and inertial forces will affect the liquidvapor distribution. As the angle of inclination increases, liquid splashes will develop and flow characteristics will
change significantly. Vapor bubbles in liquid or liquid droplets in vapor will exhibit more unstable movements
than horizontal orientation. All of this shows why it took many years to develop correlations for wide flow
velocities and wide databases of fluid flow types. However, research in the literature has shown that the use of
inclined channels in a two-phase flow with well-defined boundary conditions can significantly improve system
performance. It is a much easier solution to incline the channel to increase performance rather than to create
different geometry structures or to have additional power-consuming systems at these well-defined intervals. In
addition, as the studies progress, when inclined flows are provided in enhanced channels, much more compact and
less space-consuming, high-performance systems can be developed.
As seen in the Figure 14, the pressure drop depends on the flow regime and the velocity of the vapor
and liquid. As the gas velocity increases until sufficiently turbulent flows, the pressure drop increases. The inclined
channel structure slows down the turbulent flow occurrence with the effect of gravity. High vapor and liquid
velocities reduce the gravitational effect on the flow, resulting in pressure drop similar to the horizontal orientation.
This system shows that it is highly possible to create structures where inclined pipes would be advantageous for a
system in which heat transfer coefficient improvement can be achieved. In Figure 15 it is seen that the increase in
vapor velocity also increases the void fraction. In addition, it can be said that the system performance can improved
with the void fraction decreasing and the gas-liquid transitivity changing in different flow regimes when the
inclination increases. The part to be noted here is the determination of the best performance inclinations for flows
by conducting preliminary research and narrowing the inclination angles to be studied.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this literature review, condensation and boiling heat transfer characteristics in horizontal, vertical and
inclined tubes were scrutinized. Nearly all research subjects were summarised as presented in the literature, such
as boiling heat transfer studies according to inclined tubes and tube geometry (plain and enhanced tubes). In the
last section of this paper, the tables summarizes the literature studies of condensation and boiling in inclined pipes
in order to present in a single publication current correlations for inclined pipes, information from recent
experimental studies as well as recommendations for improvements for future studies.
In the light of studies in the literature, the objectives of this research were to extend our understanding of
flow condensation and flow boiling heat transfer characteristics in inclined tubes and channels, evaluate the effects
of roughness, heat flux, vapor quality, inclination angle, mass flux, saturation temperature, aspect ratio and other
parameters on condensation and boiling, evaluate the performance of correlations in prediction of two-phase heat
transfer, present the researchers’ new correlations and compare them with their own empirical results. The effects
of parameters on both condensation and boiling heat transfer coefficient inside tubes are summarised below.
Effects of Parameters on Condensation Heat Transfer Characteristics
Effects of the main parameters on the heat transfer coefficient
Roughness:
Channels with enhanced surfaces where the effect of roughness is important has been extensively studied
on horizontal and vertical pipes, and there are very limited studies on inclined pipes.
In the vapor condensation study of pure R134a in a helically inclined (18°) microfin tube studied by Arslan and
Eskin [60], the fins performed turbulence increasing properties for all experiments.
Yarmohammadi & Farhadi [62] investigated straight and corrugated tubes for R-404A condensation and
they conclude heat transfer coefficient in corrugated channels could be up to 115% higher than that of the straight
tube.
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Yildiz et al. [82] take into account reflux condensation in their research and microfin pipe experiments
showed optimum heat transfer coefficient occurred at +30° inclination angle and microfin structure created better
heat transfer characteristics according to the smooth structure.
For R134a, in microfin tube condensation maximum heat transfer coefficient occurred at tube inclinations
of between −15° and −5° (downward flows) whereas in smooth tube condensation maximum heat transfer
coefficient occurred at tube inclinations of between −30° and −15° (downward flows).
Vapor quality:
Steam condensation study [40] in horizontal and inclined tubes demonstrated that measured heat transfer
coefficient increases with increasing steam quality or increasing mass flux and decreasing pressure.
Jung et al. [52] performed experimental study on different types of pure refrigerants (R12, R22, R32,
R123, R125, R134a and R142b) and they found the heat transfer for R142b and R32 was higher than for R22,
whereas the heat transfer for R12 and R125 was lower than for R22; on the other hand, the heat transfer for R123
and R134a was similar for the same mass flux, also the condensation heat transfer increased with increasing mass
flux and increasing quality.
The research [59] on R1234yf refrigerant which has low global warming potential vapour quality
properties had strong effects on heat transfer and it was determined that the heat transfer coefficient increased with
the increase of vapor quality.
Mohseni et al. [69] investigated R134a condensation and they concluded pipe inclination substantially
affected vapour and condensed liquid distribution, and consequently, also the condensation heat transfer,
especially at low mass flux and vapour quality.
Ewim et al. [78] deduced the inclination effect decreased with an increase in temperature difference and
increased with a decrease in mass flux and vapour quality for R134a condensation in a smooth inclined tube.
Inclination Angle:
An experimental investigation [68] of convective condensation of R134a was stated that heat transfer
coefficient increases with increasing inclination angle for α<0°, inclination angle affects the heat transfer
coefficient differently with various mass flows for α>0°.
R245fa condensation study [70] presented that the inclination angle had a strong effect on the heat transfer
coefficient for the near-horizontal position of the pipe and the best-performing heat transfer coefficient occurred
at inclination angles of -15° and +30°.
Steam condensation in a 30° inclined pipe experimentally studied by Yang et al. [73] and research
propounded that heat transfer coefficients in inclined pipe were nearly 1.06 to 2.98 times better than for the
horizontal orientation.
A theoretical analysis [74] for laminar film condensation concluded that condensation heat transfer
strongly influenced by the inclination angle and condenser section dimensions ratio.
Adelaja et al. [83] concluded heat transfer coefficient enhancement factors were found to be between 0.98
and 2.38 depending on the angle of inclination.
Mass flux:
Lips and Meyer [38] concluded that the increase of the mass flux causes the increase in the heat transfer
due to the increase of the convective effect for higher mass fluxes.
Condensation heat transfer increases with increasing mass flux and decreasing condensation saturation
temperature according to Yang and Jia [57].
Heat transfer characteristics for R410A and R22 refrigerants flowing in a herringbone-type microfin tube
[61] were demonstrated that in the region where high mass flux was available, higher heat transfer provided in the
herringbone-type tube than for the helical microfin case, whereas heat transfer showed the opposite character for
the low mass flux region.
Condensation study of R134a in a smooth inclined tube at low mass fluxes at a mean saturation
temperature of 40 °C [78] showed that the inclination effect decreased with a decrease in mass flux and vapour
quality.
An experimental investigation of R-134a flow with different inclination angles of −90° to +90° inside a
corrugated tube [81] pointed out that the change in pipe inclination had a strong influence on condensation heat
transfer, especially at low vapour qualities and low mass fluxes.
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Saturation temperature:
Condensate Nusselt number was found to be independent of the temperature difference in conditions
where the temperature difference (difference with saturation temperature and wall temperature) was higher than
2.58 °C in study of Arslan and Eskin [60].
Evim et al. [78] pointed out the heat transfer coefficients for downward and upward vertical orientations
(+90° and -90°) were not dependent on the temperature difference. It was also found that the inclination effect
decreased with an increase in temperature difference.
Other parameters:
Condensation heat transfer model package development study by Ahn et al. [39] presented that ratio of
Nusselt number increases with vapour Reynolds number (for film condensation heat transfer).
The research on the heat transfer characteristic of steam condensation [73] concluded heat transfer
coefficient increases with increasing Reynolds number and decreases with increasing tube axial distance.
Effects of the main parameters on the pressure drop-friction factor
Roughness:
Channels with enhanced surfaces where the effect of roughness is important has been extensively studied
on horizontal and vertical pipes, and there are very limited studies on inclined pipes.
Experimentally investigation on the pressure drop characteristics of two-phase forced flow for the pure R134 [27]
revealed the pressure drop was 10 to 50% higher than for the smooth condition in the micro-fin case.
For a counter flow concentric double-tube heat exchanger model R134a condensation in smooth and
corrugated tubes investigated [34] and researchers presented corrugation pitches had a considerable effect on the
pressure drop increment.
The research on R-600a condensation [50] revealed the pressure drop and the mean heat transfer
coefficient increased according to the straight condenser between the range of 33 and 157% and 24 and 165%
respectively.
Numerical research of hydrocarbon mixture upflow condensation characteristics in smooth and spirally
enhanced pipes [51] demonstrated that the increments of the pressure drop for spiral grooved, square corrugated
and sinusoidal corrugated were 0.851 to 3.587, 1.805 to 10.930 and 1.272 to 7.176 times higher than for the smooth
case.
Vapor quality:
Experimental investigation of condensation of R134a [27] presented the increase in pressure drop was
observed for increased vapour quality for both smooth and micro-fin structures.
For propane condensing in horizontal pipes [29] the pressure drop increased with increasing mass flow and vapour
quality, while the rising temperature decreased for the tube diameter.
R152a condensation study [33] in a 1.152 mm diameter circular channel and of 0.952 mm hydraulic
diameter rectangular channel demonstrated the pressure drop increased with increasing vapour quality. Pressure
drop study at low mass fluxes for R134a [49] showed that pressure drops increased with an increase in vapour
quality.
R-600a condensation in a helically inclined counter flow heat exchanger studied by Mozafari et al. [50]
and results demonstrated that higher condensation frictional pressure drop occurred when the vapor quality
increases.
Mass flux:
Pressure drop properties in a horizontal smooth tube for R32, R134a, R125, R236ea and R410A
condensation was carried out by Cavallini et al. [26] and they concluded that while the pressure drop showed high
values with high mass fluxes and vapour qualities, it showed low values for high saturation temperatures.
FC-72 condensation in parallel micro-channels [31] the pressure drop increased with increasing mass flux
of condensing FC-72 whereas the pressure drop decreased due to the flow deceleration caused by increasing the
mass velocity of cooling water [31]
Findings of condensation study of R152a [33] indicated that the pressure drop increased with increasing
vapour quality and mass flux, whereas the pressure drop decreased with increasing saturation temperature and
channel geometry almost not important for low mass fluxes.
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Pressure drop characteristics investigated for low mass fluxes R134a condensation [49] and it was found
that the measured pressure drops increased with an increase in mass flux, temperature difference and vapour
quality.
In experimentally study of R134a flow [21] flow visualisation results showed the flow regime which
determine heat transfer characteristics was exceedingly influenced by the mass flux.
Inclination Angle:
Experimental findings in large flattened-tube steam condensers [14] showed that the increased inclination
angle led to a decrease in pressure drop due to gravity-assisted drainage of the condensate.
The research on R245fa condensation in phase separation shell-and-tube condenser [16] pointed out when
inclination angles varied from −30° to 30°, the pressure difference decreased but the liquid-mesh contact area
increased.
During the convective condensation of the R134a refrigerant, the increasing inclination and decreasing
vapour qualities increased the pressure drop for the inclined orientation [37]
Condensation heat transfer of R245fa studied by Xing et al. [70] and attained general trend is that the
pressure drop increases with increasing inclination angle, except for partial decreases.
A two-phase gas–liquid flow investigation [87] presented the inclination angle has significant effect on
pressure drop and void fraction. Increasing inclination leads to more turbulent flow and more prominent friction
effect.
Saturation temperature:
Experimental investigation for R32, R134a, R125, R236ea and R410A was carried out by Cavallini et al.
[26] and they concluded the pressure showed low values for high saturation temperatures.
The pressure drop decreased with increasing saturation temperature and channel geometry almost not
important low mass fluxes according to R152a condensation study [33]
Other parameters:
For horizontal and inclined upward air–water two-phase flow in a mini-gap annular channel, pressure
drop increases with increasing superficial gas velocity and void fraction increases with increasing superficial gas
velocity [87]
The study on the convective condensation of R134a presented the void fraction decreases with increasing
inclination angle [38]
Effects of Parameters on Boiling Heat Transfer Characteristics
Effects of the main parameters on the heat transfer coefficient
Roughness:
The studies reviewed have showed that the roughness had huge effect on flow boiling heat transfer
coefficient. Celen et al. [101] found that enhanced tube (micro-fin tube) had 1.9 times higher heat transfer
coefficient compared to plain one having same fin root diameter. The findings by Passos et al.[143] were similar
with similar geometry, 9.52 mm and 7.0 mm outside diameter of the micro-fin tube for Celen [101] and Passos’
studies [143] respectively. Passos et al. [143] have calculated that heat transfer coefficient of micro-fin tubes were
100 % higher compared to smooth one and this was higher than surface factor found as 1.46 for micro-fin tube.
The main reason why the heat transfer coefficient increases more than the surface factor is that micro-fin tubes
contribute to their radial flow.
Heat flux:
Almost all researches in our study, it was expected that, found that heat flux has influenced the boiling
heat transfer coefficient over wide range of amount. However, Tran et al. [148] stated that at wall superheats <
2,75C, the heat transfer coefficient was independent of heat flux, just dependent on the mass flux contrary to
Özdemir’s [135] findings that the heat transfer coefficient was only dependent on heat flux rather than mass flux.
This difference occurred due to the fact that Tran et al. defined their results within a very low wall superheats. To
express special case, Özdemir [135] found that the heat flux had no impact on heat transfer coefficient at high heat
fluxes.
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Vapor quality:
Trend was generally that with increasing vapour quality resulted in increase in heat transfer coefficient.
Findings by researcher Candan et al. [138], Celen et al.[101], Krishnamurthy & Peles [90], Kundu et al. [153],
Ravigururajan et al. [151] were in comply with this. But there were some exceptions: Özdemir [135] and Markal
et al. [139] found the correlation in contrast with them, presenting no heat transfer increment with increasing heat
flux. And some researchers found that increasement in boiling heat transfer coefficient with increasing vapour
quality occurred until certain vapour quality, Jang et al. [125] and Akhavan-Behabadi et al. [131] obtained these
vapour qualities as 0,25 and 0,70-0,85 respectively.
Inclination Angle:
There were limited researchers who examined effect of inclination angle on heat transfer coefficient.
Simply there were two groups: researchers who observed that inclination angle considerably has affected heat
transfer coefficient and researcher in other group who did no see any enhancement in heat transfer coefficient.
While Maddi and Rao [123] just stated that inclination angle had influence on heat transfer coefficient marginally
without presenting at which inclination angles obtained best results, other researchers defined the best angle of
inclination that had highest heat transfer coefficient. Although Akhavan-Behabadi et al. [131] and Kundu et al.
[152] achieved the highest heat transfer rate at inclination angle of 90° (upflow), Wang et al. [124] obtained the
highest rate at 45°, and Morcos et al. [155] had the best results at 30° incliantion angle. Moreover, none of the
researchers had highest performance for downflow.
Mass flux:
The findings regarding the relation between heat transfer coefficient and mass flux was same, with the
exception of Dalkılıç et al. [144]’s findings,: the heat transfer coefficient increased with increasing mass flux.
Candan et al. [138] and Morcos et al. [155] have reached these results with channels while Akhavan-Behabadi et
al.[131], Özdemir [145], Kundu et al. [152], and Kundu et al. [153] have obtained these results with tubes. And
this situation shows us whether it is a channel or tube do not change the tendency that increasing mass flux results
in increasing heat transfer coefficient.
Dalkılıç et al. [144] found that mass flux did not affect the transfer coefficient at low vapour quality. However,
Dalkılıç et al. have increased the heat flux and found that the heat transfer has increased with increasing mass flux
until dryout point. In addition to the statements above, the trend was independent of fluid types. The authors have
gained these results with different types of fluids. R407C, R134a, and water was used for different studies.
Saturation temperature:
Celen et al. [101], Dalkılıç et al. [144], observed that the heat transfer coefficient has increased at all
saturation temperatures. This situation was expected. Because the saturation temperatures were relatively low.
Park and Hrnjak [112] compared the two saturation temperatures, and found that the two-phase flow heat transfer
coefficient at -15 °C saturation temperature was always higher than that of -30°C saturation temperature. They
explained this situation by stating that the nucleate boiling heat transfer was reduced with decrease in saturation
temperature.
On the other hand, Jang et al. [125] managed the test within a wide range of temperatures. Jang found
that the heat transfer coefficient has increased until 65 °C but decreased beyond 65 °C for saturation temperatures.
However, there was researcher who stated that trend of the heat transfer coefficient was dependent on the
experimental conditions. In and Jeong [1] indicated that the change in the heat transfer coefficient by saturation
pressure (saturation temperature) was insignificant at the high mass velocity and small at the low mass velocity.
Aspect Ratio:
Although some researchers indicated a profound relation between aspect ratio and heat transfer coefficient
for all conditions, there were other researchers who found this relation dependent on operating conditions.
Researcher Candan et al. [138] and Özdemir [135] stated that aspect ratio affected the heat transfer coefficient
highly in some conditions. Candan et al. [138] expressed that two-phase flow local heat transfer coefficient did
not ascend or descend monotonically according to the aspect ratio but showed best performance when AR was
equal to 1 with the worst performance when the aspect ratio equaled 0.25.
On the other hand, Özdemir [135] have seen high effect on local heat transfer coefficient of channel
aspect ratio at the low/medium heat flux and up to vapor quality of 0.2. But he did not see important effect at the
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conditions of high heat flux. However, researcher Morcos et al. [155] found that Nusselt Number NuTP have
increased with increasing aspect ratio and Markal et al. [140] stated aspect ratio affected heat transfer
characteristics.
Other parameters:
There were other parameters other than aspect ratio, mass flux, heat flux, inclination angle, saturation
temperature, vapor quality and roughness. These were effect of covering, Wall temperature and Reynold Number.
Nedaei [141] found that when the tube was covered with pHEMA, the heat transfer coefficient has raised by 64%
compared to the bare tube. Gang et al. [154] found that the dissipation of heat transfer characteristics through the
circumference of the tube was uniform and with decreasing wall temperature, the heat transfer coefficient increased
with increasing circumferential angle. On the other hand, Morcos et al. [155] in addition to finding that NuTP for a
given aspect ratio and inclination angle depended on ReTP, They also stated that the practical consequences of Nu TP
for horizontal and inclined channels were very well correlated using a ratio of ReTP to Rel. They found that the
correlations fairly complied with the practical data of previous investigations.
Performance of existing correlations in prediction of boiling heat transfer
There were some authors who compared the experimental results obtained with the proposed correlations in
the literature. Park and Hrnjak [112] for various mass fluxes, evaporation temperatures and qualities. They found
that the Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] and Friedel [113] correlations predicted the best within the ± 30%
error range. This result could be commented that the correlations were in comply with the experimental results.
Similarly, Özdemir et al. [145] found that the results were consistent with the existing theory, which was for flows
in microscale and under both laminar and turbulent behavior.
However, Li and Wu [137] in their study including evaluation of 3 700 data points indicated that no extant
correlation could define the data set exactly. But these results covered just saturated boiling not subcooled flow
boiling. At the end of their study, they proposed a general correlation consisting of Reynolds number, boiling
number and Bond number was given for boiling heat transfer in micro- and mini-channels.
Effects of the main parameters on the pressure drop-friction factor
Flow Regime:
Effect of flow regimes were investigated by Wongwises and Pipathattakul [87] and Tshuva et al. [126].
According to Wongwises and Pipathattakul [87], they have seen slug flow regime and the presence of slug flow
slowed down the pressure drop for a short time, then raised the pressure drop after the air velocity increased at low
liquid velocity in the horizontal channel. However, they found that the channel oriented at 30° and 60°, the
pressure did not increase suddenly with slug-bubbly flow. On the other hand, in their practical research Tshuva et
al. [126] found that the symmetric distribution of the two phases yielded less pressure drop than that of all the
other combinations of gas and liquid.
Roughness:
Celen et al. [101] investigated the forced convection boiling heat transfer and pressure drop tryouts in
order to examine augmentation of the micro-fin tube for the heat transfer rate. They compared the results with
those of a plain tube. They found that total pressure drop of R134a boiling inside the micro-fin tube were calculated
to be 3.0 times higher than for the plain tube. Moreover, they stated that that total pressure drop ascended with an
increase in vapour quality, saturation temperature and mass flux.
Mass flux:
Researchers investigated effect of mass flux on pressure drop within wide range. While Tong et al. [102]
studied with high mass fluxes, from 25000 to 45000 kg⁄m2 s, Mancin et al. [111] conducted their research within
low mass flux, 190 kg⁄m2 s and 940 kg⁄m2 s . As expected, most researcher found that pressure drop have
increased with increasing mass flux. This trend was seen in boiling inside both enhanced tubes and plain tubes. As
Mancin et al. [111], Celen et al. [101] had this trend with micro-fin tubes, Tong et al. [102] Yan et al. [105] Yan
and Lin [110] had with plain ones.
Inclination Angle:
Maddi and Rao [123] investigated their tests on forced convection boiling in tubes inclined in solar
collectors. They stated that frictional pressure drop in flow boiling were influenced by the angle of inclination in
the bubbly and discontinuous flow regimes, while the inclination was marginally affected in the tube flow regime.
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Vapour quality:
Some researchers studied effects of vapour quality on pressure drop in micro-fin tubes. Celen et al. [101]
and Mancin et al. [111] studied in boiling inside micro-fin tubes with R134a fluid. While Celen et al. [101] found
that total pressure drop has increased with increasing vapour quality for all mass fluxes, Mancin et al. [111] had
this trend until certain value of vapour quality. After some point, the two-phase flow friction factor decreased with
an increase in vapour quality. On the other hand, Jang et al. [125] have found that total pressure drop has increased
with increasing vapour quality for heat sinks.
Reynold number:
The effects of Reynold Number on pressure drop have changed according to wide range of Reynolds
Number. Brutin & Tadrist [96] found that pressure drop have increased with increasing Reynold Number until
the Reynolds number nears 25000, then decreased until the Reynolds number nears 5500, then again increased
with the Reynolds number more than 5500.On contrary to Brutin & Tadrist [96], Özdemir [145] have obtained
that friction factor decreased with increasing Reynolds number between 250 and 900 and nearly constant with
increasing Reynolds number between 900 and 1300 and decreased a little with increasing Reynolds number
between 1300 and 1900.
Other parameters:
Tong et al. [102] have made practical research on pressure drop with highly subcooled forced convection
boiling in small-diameter tubes. They found that in two-phase flow, the pressure drop went up with decreasing
aspect ratio. Besides, both inlet temperature and exit pressure affected two-phase boiling significantly. On the
other hand, Yan et al. [105] found that pressure drop decreased with increasing pressure. Kuo and Wang [114]
produced new parameters: two-phase friction factor ftp consisting of a mean two-phase viscosity, 𝜇̅ .
Performance of existing correlations in prediction of pressure drop
It is obvious that two-phase flow pressure drop correlations in literature can be classified in different ways.
So evaluation of performance of these correlations should also be made based on different ways. Here evaluation
of existing correlations ranked according to researchers’ findings.
In this article, many researchers have evaluated the existing correlations and when we make evaluation on the
basis of their findings on performance of evaluation of correlations on prediction for pressure drop, the correlation
of Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] was found to be best for prediction by Didi et al. [116], Park and Hrnjak
[112] and Ribatski et al. [107]. On the other hand, Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] found the correlation by
Bandel [104] best correlation. Then it came second best correlation by Mishima and Hibiki [100]. Ribatski et al.
[107] and Zhang et al. [97] found the Mishima and Hibiki’s correlation [100] second best correlation. Friedel’s
correlation [113] was to be third best correlation when Didi et al. [116] and Yun et al. [109] statements are
evaluated. On the other hand, Dukler [99] and Zhang et al. [97]’s correlations had the small mean deviation in all
existing correlations evaluated in this article with 18.0% and 20% mean deviations respectively.
CONCLUSION
In this comprehensive literature review, flow condensation and flow boiling heat transfer characteristics
in horizontal, vertical and inclined tubes were scrutinised. Nearly all research subjects were summarised as
presented in the literature, such as boiling heat transfer studies according to inclined tubes and tube geometry
(plain and enhanced tubes). In the last section of this paper, the tables summarizes the literature studies of
condensation and boiling in inclined pipes in order to present in a single publication current correlations for
inclined pipes, information from recent experimental studies as well as recommendations for improvements for
future studies.
In the review, effects of parameters on two-phase flow heat characteristics are evaluated. Based on the
evaluation, it can be drawn that inclination angle have significant effect on both condensation and boiling heat
transfer coefficient and pressure drop. On the other hand, it was found that vapour quality and roughness were the
main parameters affecting two-phase flow heat transfer characteristics. Effects of all parameters are discussed in
the corresponding section.
When existing correlations in the literature on prediction flow boiling heat transfer coefficient are
evaluated, correlations proposed by Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] and Friedel [113] were to be best for
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prediction well according to majority of researchers and for performance of prediction on pressure drop correlation
by Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [103] stood out.
From the literature studies, despite of their importance in the condensation and boiling heat transfer
characteristics, two-phase flow inside inclined tubes are very limited. There is lack of experimental results in this
subject. In order to improve our knowledge of two-phase flows inside both inclined and horizontal-vertical tubes,
authors highly recommend to do further researches.
THE FUTURE OF THE RESEARCHES IN THIS FIELD

Figure 16. Schematic diagram of an exemplary experimental setup [From Lips and Meyer [66],
with permission from Elsevier.]
The present review shows that researches on inclined pipes are carried out in restricted flows and channel
cross-section geometries. The plain flow channel structure seen in the experimental setup in Figure 16 covers more
than 90% of the inclined two-phase flow inclinations in the literature. This assessment demonstrates of the gaps
that can be closed in future researches. Researches conducted within the enhanced channel structures in inclined
flows should be increased. Using new generation refrigerants and organic fluids, the efficiency of utilization of
inclined pipes should be studied. In order to determine more efficient working equipment and conditions, it is
necessary to intensify the investigations in this research field. More comprehensive correlations should be
developed using the literature database.
NOMENCLATURE
A
Comprehensive factor; cross-sectional area, m2
Bo
Boiling number
Bd
Bond number
C
Wave velocity, m/s
cp
Constant pressure specific heat, J/kg∙°C
cpf
Specific heat of liquid refrigerant, J kg-1 K-1
Cf
Coefficient of film condensation heat transfer
D
Internal diameter of test section, m
Outside diameter of test section, m
Do
Inner diameter of test section, m
Di
E
Enhancement factor
g
Gravity, m/s2
G
Mass flux, kg/m2s
f
Friction factor
Fα
Inclination factor
FTM
Two-phase multiplier
Fr
Froude number
F
Inclination factor
FC
Mass transfer resistance factor
f ()
Floating constant
h
Condensation heat transfer coefficient, W/m2∙°C
hI
Heat transfer coefficient for reference [20]
hf
Liquid layer height, m
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Hf
hfv
hm,o
hNu
i'fv
Jv
k
Nu
Nuort
p
pr
Pr
Prl
Prf
𝑞
qdry
R
Re

s
S
Twi

v
V
x
Xtt
Z
Greek symbols
P
T

ε


f
l

Liquid hold-up
Latent heat of vaporisation, J/kg
Mean overall heat transfer coefficient for the whole pipe surface, W/m2∙°C
Nusselt condensation heat transfer coefficient, W/m 2∙°C
Rohsenow’s modified latent heat of vaporisation, J/kg
Dimensionless velocity
Thermal conductivity of tube material, W/m∙K
Nusselt number
Nusselt number for reference [22]
Gradient parameter
Reduced pressure
Prandtl number
Liquid Prandtl number
Fluid Prandtl number
Heat flux, W/m2
Dry angle,
Radius of test pipe
Reynolds number
Curvilinear abscissa, m
A function of Prandtl number, Reynolds number and vapour quality
Average inside test section wall temperature, K
Velocity, m/s
Voltage of electric heater, V
Quality
Martinelli parameter
Shah’s correlating parameter, non-dimensional parameter for reference

Tbp

Pressure drop, Pa
Temperature difference, K
Surface tension, N m-2
Vapour void fraction
Liquid film thickness, m
Inclination angle,
Fluid density, kg m-3
Liquid density, kg m-3
Variation
Boiling temperature range, K

Subscripts
sm
a
b
out
i
in
out
o
st

Smooth
Average
Bulk
Outlet
Inner
Inlet
Outlet
Outer
Straight tube

Abbreviations
PH
Sat
TS
MPE
MAE
RMSE

Pre-heater
Saturation
Test section
Mean percentage error
Mean absolute error
Root mean square error
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Table 1. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of pressure drop of condensation inside horizontal and vertical smooth and enhanced channels
Channel
Type

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)

Channel
Length
(mm)

Orientation

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Vapour
Quality

Researcher

Fluid

Tube
Groove
Type

Cavallini et al. [26]

R134a, R125,
R32, R410A,
R236ea

Smooth

Circular

8

1600

0°

4

30 - 50

N/A

100 - 750

0.15 0.85

Nualboonrueng and
Wongwises [27]

R134a

Smooth
Microfin

Circular

8.12 - 8.92

2500

0°

N/A

30 - 40

20

400 - 800

0.1 - 0.8

Smooth
Microfin

Circular

20.8

750

+90°

0.00010.6

N/A

5 - 60

26 - 88

N/A

[28]

CFC-113, CFC113/Air Mixture

Kim et al. [31]

FC-72

Smooth

Rectangular

1

299

0°

0.1 - 0.14

57.2 - 62.3

4.3 - 32.1

68 - 367

N/A

Son and Oh [32]

R22, R134a,
R410A

Smooth

Circular

1.77

1220

0°

N/A

40

5 - 30

450 - 1050

0.2 - 0.9

Liu et al. [33]

R152a

Smooth

Circular
Rectangular

1.152, 0.952

336, 352

0°

0-6

40, 50

N/A

200 - 800

0.1 - 0.9

Laohalertdecha and
Wongwises [34]

R134a

Smooth
Corrugated

Circular

8.7

2000

0°

N/A

40 - 50

5, 10

200 - 700

0 - 0.9

Salimpour and
Yarmohammadi
[35]

R404A

TwistedTape
Inserted

Circular

14.1

1000

0°

N/A

27.88 - 34.61

4.33 14.3

71.2 - 142.4

0.24 0.87

Salimpour and
Gholami [36]

R404A

Coiled-Wire
Inserted

Circular

14.1

1000

0°

N/A

27.88 - 33.2

4.33 - 15

71.2 - 142.4

0.2 - 0.82

Briggs et al.
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Table 2. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of pressure drop of condensation inside inclined smooth and enhanced channels

Researcher

Fluid

Tube
Groove
Type

Lips and Meyer [38]

R134a

Smooth

Circular

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)
8.38

Ahn et al. [40]

Water

Smooth

Circular

Smooth

Würfel et al.

Channel
Length
(mm)

Orientation

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Vapour
Quality

1488

90o    90o

N/A

40

5.1

200

0.1 - 0.9

40

3000

10o   0o

0.1 - 0.5

115 - 135

150 kW

10-50

0.1-1

Circular

30

2000

0o    90o

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Smooth

Circular

15 - 51

1100,
15000

3o    6o

0.1

Room
Temperature

N/A

N/A

N/A

Smooth

Circular

9.53 - 12.7

11000 22000

5o    6o

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Smooth

Circular

23 - 76.3

10000 25000

90o    90o

0.1-3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Channel
Type

Air-water
Air-nheptane

[41]
Nheptane
Water
Grolman and Fortuin
[42]

Saturated AirWater
Air-Tetracedane
Air-Water

Ottens et al.
[44]

(Air-Water
+Glycol)
(Air-Water
+Glycerol)
Tween80

Zhang et al. [45-46]

AirAquiGlycerine
Air-Kerosene
Air-Lube Oil
Air-Water
Air-Light
Machine Oil
Natural GasCrude Oil
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Table 3. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of the heat transfer coefficient of condensation inside horizontal and vertical smooth and enhanced channels

Researcher

Jung et al. [52]
Zyhowski and
Brown [53]

Ghim and Lee [54]

Fluid
R12, R22, R32,
R123, R125,
R134a, R142b
R245fa, R134a,
R1234yf,
R1234ze(E),
R245fa,
Novec®649,
HFE-7000

Channel
Type

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)

Channel
Length
(mm)

Orientation

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Vapour
Quality

Smooth

Circular

N/A

1000

0°

N/A

40

7.3 - 7.7

100 - 300

0.077 0.23

Smooth

Circular

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.341 0.474

20, 25

N/A

N/A

N/A

Smooth

Circular

7.75

330.2

0°

175.3 343.2

49.9 - 66.2

N/A

150 - 700

0.05 0.95

Tube
Groove
Type

Oh and Son [56]

R22, R134a,
R410a

Smooth

Circular

1.77

1220

0°

1.534

40

N/A

450 - 1050

0.07 0.95

Yang and Jia [57]

R410a

Smooth

Circular

8.02

300 - 600

+90°

1.94 2.93

31 - 48

N/A

103 - 490

0.91 0.98

Diani et al. [59]

R1234yf

Microfin

Circular

3.4

N/A

0°

1-3

30, 40

N/A

100 - 1000

0.2 - 0.95

Arslan and Eskin
[60]

R134a

Helical
Microfin

Circular

9.49

N/A

+90°

0.57 0.59

N/A

1.5 - 5.5

20 - 100

N/A

Yarmohammadi
and Farhadi [62]

R404a

Corrugated

Circular

8.7

1000

0°

N/A

29.2 - 35.8

N/A

187 - 561

0.18 0.85

R447a
(R32/R1234ze/R1
25),
R32/R134a, R32/
R1234ze, R410a,
R32, R134a,
R1234ze

Multi-port
extruded

Circular

0.86

480

0°

N/A

35 - 45

N/A

100 - 300

0.05 0.96

R134a

Dimpled

Circular

8.1

1500

0°

N/A

40 - 50

10 - 20

300 - 500

0.1 - 0.8

Li et al.
[63]

Aroonrat and
Wongwises [24]
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Table 4. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of the heat transfer coefficient of condensation inside inclined smooth and enhanced channels
Channel
Type

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)

Channel
Length
(mm)

Orientation

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Vapour
Quality

Researcher

Fluid

Tube
Groove
Type

Lips and Meyer
[66,37]

R134a

Smooth

Circular

8.38

1488

90o    90o

N/A

40

0.2 kW

200 - 600

0.1 - 0.9

Adelaja et al. [68]

R134a

Smooth

Circular

9.55

1488

90o    90o

N/A

50

0.23 0.27 kW

200 - 400

0.1 - 0.9

R134a

Smooth

Circular

8.38

1040

90o    90o

N/A

35

N/A

53 - 212

0.2 - 0.8

1.16 4.34 kW

191.3 705.4

0.191 -

55.4

N/A

10 - 40

18 - 108
kg/h

N/A

40 - 100

0 - 3 kW

11.3 94.5

0-1

Mohseni et al.
[69]
40.5
Xing et al. [70]

R245fa

Smooth

Circular

14.81

1200

90o    90o

(Vapour

0.947

Pressure)
Wang and Ma

0.008Water

Smooth

Circular

20

1800

15o    90o

[71]

0.15
1.077-

Wang & Du

1.571
Water

Smooth

Circular

N/A

N/A

0o    45o

[72]

(Vapour
Pressure)

Yang et al.
Steam (Water)

Smooth

Circular

50

4050

+30°

N/A

85 - 103

N/A

73 - 103
kg/h

N/A

Akhavan-Behabadi et
al. [79]

R134a

Microfin

Circular

8.92

1040

90o    90o

N/A

26 - 32

8.7 - 20.3

54 - 107

0.2 - 0.8

Khoeini et al.
[81]

R134a

Corrugated

Circular

8.32

700

90o    90o

N/A

24 - 38

8.8 - 42.2

87 - 253

0.2 - 0.8

Yildiz et al. [82]

R134a

Microfin

Circular

7

500

30o    90o

0.74

N/A

N/A

1.44 2.59 kg/s

N/A

[73]
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Table 5. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of condensation and flow regimes inside channels

Researcher

Fluid

Tube
Groove
Type

Nitheanandan
and Soliman
[11]

Water

Smooth

Ghajar and
Tang [13]

Air-Water

Smooth

Channel
Type

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)

Channel
Length
(mm)

Orientation

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Flow Regimes

Identicator

Circular

13.4

1040

10o    10o

0.1 - 0.18

99.6 - 117

N/A

21.9 - 277

Annular/annular
wavy/wavy/slug

Visual
Observation

Annular/wavy/
stratified/slug/
bubbly

Visual
Observation

Circular

27.9

2790

0o    7o

0.0131 – 1.13
kg /min
(for air)

N/A

N/A

1.8-10.9

0.761 – 42.5
kg/min
(for water)

Cao et al.
[16]

R245fa

Smooth

Circular

14.7

1600

30o    30o

0.50

63.1 ± 0.3

33.78 67.2

198.8 504.7

Annular/
İntermittent/
Stratified-wavy/
Stratifiedsmooth

Lips and
Meyer
[17]

R134a

Smooth

Circular

8.38

1488

90o    90o

N/A

40

N/A

200 - 400

İntermittent/
Annular/
stratified

Visual
Observation

52 - 225

Slug (stratifiedwavy)/
intermittent/
semiannular/annular

High-Speed
Digital
Camera

Falling
film/oscillating
film/flooding/
climbing film

High-Speed
Video
Camera

Annular/
intermittent/
stratifiedwavy/fully
stratified/mist

Different
Types

Mozafari et al.
[20]

Park and
Mudawar [22]

Thome et al.
[24]

R134a

FC-72

U-Bend

Smooth

Circular

Circular

7.747

11.89

N/A

1260

90o    90o

+90°

N/A

0.1 - 0.11

11.6 - 29.5

57.41 – 72.93

N/A

N/A

1.08 - 12.93
g/s (for FC72)
6.09 - 977.79
(for cooling
water)

15
Different
Fluids

Smooth

Circular

3.1-21.4

N/A

0.08 3.18

0°

535

23.1 - 65.2

10 - 40

24 - 1022

High-Speed
Flow
Visualisation
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Table 6. Correlations used for the determination of Nusselt number and two-phase heat transfer condensation in channels during condensation
Researcher
Wang and
Ma [71]

Wang and
Du [72]

Study Type

Model/Correlation

hm,o
Experimental

Experimental &

hNu

h( zi ,i ) =

Analytical

hcond

Hussein et
al. [74]

 2L 
= 
D

Theoretical

cos 
4

  f g h fv k sin 
(0.54  5.86 103 ) ; hNu = 0.943 
L  2f T

3
f

1
 R + w
R
 ln
ln
R -  f ( zi ,i )k f
 R kw

L
= 
D

(0.254) ( cos  )0.385

Nu = a G    Re

c
cond

Würfel et al.

 2f h fv g k 3f 
 2

  f L T 

1+  
+

d

Pr


R


2

2


0





For liquid filling is
larger than 10%

2h( zi ,i ) R
d
kf

0° < 𝛼 < +45°

0° < 𝛼 < +90°

0.25

;

e
cond

; Nu( zi )  1

Validity Range
+15° < 𝛼 < +90°

1/ 4

0.997  0.334(cos )0.108 

+
G    = 1+ sin  ;  
b

For flat-plate solar
collectors with
inclined wickless
heat pipes

f F,2P  gVg2
(8cond  2 ) / L

1/3

 2 

g

0° < 𝛼 < +90°

; L

For film
condensation in
turbulent two-phase
flow

Experimental
[41]

g



f F,cond
f F,2P

; Recond 

m cond
; for a = 2.536 102 , b = 0.214 , c = 0.077 , d = 0.501 e = 0.4
 D cond

n
0.04
  f ( f  v ) g k 3f 
3.8 x 0.76 1 - x  
 f  
0.8
1/3
hI = h1P 
1
x

h
=
1.32
Re
 ; Nu


 
1P, f 
pr 0.38
 2f

 14 v  



1/3

Shah
[75]

Theoretical

n= 0.0058 + 0.0557 pr ;

h=
Lips and
Meyer [38]

h2P  hI

h f strat + h p    strat 


; Re1P, f 

G (1 - x ) D
f

for Regime I ; h2P  hI  hNu for Regime II ; h2P  hNu for Regime III
; hf  1

strat

strat

kf

    d  ;

hp 

0

1
 dsw,i

Experimental
1/ 4

3

 f T k f D
    
Z
 2 ρ ( ρ  ρ ) gh cos 
f
f
v
fv





; Z

4
1
sin4/3t dt
3 sin4/3   0

536

h

p,i

dsw,i ; hp,i 

 ds

w,i

 ds  k f

dsw,i i ln  dsw,i / ds 

For horizontal,
vertical downward,
15° downward (22
various fluids)
−90° < 𝛼 < +90°
For R134a
refrigeration in a
smooth tube
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Table 6. Correlations used for the determination of Nusselt number and two-phase heat transfer condensation in channels during condensation (Cont.)
Researcher

Yang et al. [73]

Study Type

Experimental

Model/Correlation

 Prf 
Nu = ARe f 0.193 

 X tt 
1 x 
X tt  

 x 

Ahn et al. [39]

Theoretical

Experimental

 ρv

 ρf

Fα 0.3 ; A =

0.5

h 0
h
h 0

Validity Range

 f 
   ; Fα  1  1  x 0.2 cos    10o  / x0.4
  v 
0.1





0.25

; Rev =


 3.024    0.172

= 1+ 0.935     0.17 0.239  0.197  sin  3  for

 Frv
   Fr xave


 3.024    0.24

= 1+ 0.935  1  0.584 0.654  0.03 sin  6   for

 Frv
   Fr xave


Adelaja et al.
[68]

Theoretical

Experimental

90   0
o

o

; Frv =

−3° < 𝛼 < 0°

G2
ρ 2f gdi

−90° < 𝛼 < +90°
For R245fa
refrigeration

2
G 2 xave
ρv2 gdi

−90° < 𝛼 < +90°

1/3

for Regime I

For conventional
smooth and minichannel

Q/A
Nu2P
0.8
0.4
= 1.03 X tt 0.56 HMFR 0.2 ; Nu = 0.23Re f Prf ; HMFR  
 G h 
Nu
fv 

1 x 
X tt  

 x 

0.9

 ρv

 ρf

0.5

 f 
  
  v 

Nu = 1.371Pr (GD /  f )

0.1

0.69

Experimental

 f / mix = 1+ x( f - v ) / v
For 𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑞 ≤ 5 × 104

Akers et al. [65]

; Fr =

  f ( f  v ) g k 3f 
 f  
3.8 
1/3
h
hI = h1P 
=
1.32
Re
1

;


  h2P  hI
Nu
1
P,
f
 14   Z0.95 
 2f


g 

h2P  hI  hNu for Regime II ; h2P  hNu for Regime III ; Z  1 / x - 10.8 pr 0.4

1/3

Mohseni et al.
[69]

GDhv x
4 Av
; Dhv 
Sv  Sint
v 

0o   90o

n

Shah
[76]

For inclination angle
of +30º and better
prediction of steam
condensation in
larger-diameter
inclined tubes

GD(1 - x)
300D0.8
; Re f =
0.145
0.34
0.66
f
f
c pf k f

 g  f ( f - v )h fv k f 3 
h f  0.729 1  8.7  104 Rev 0.57 

  f D (Tsat - Tw ) 

h
Xing et al.
[70]

0.9

0.34

For 𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑞 > 5 × 10

For R134a
refrigeration
in a smooth tube

GD(1 - x)
 c
; Re f =
; Pr = f pf
f
kf

0.5
 ( f / mix )in0.5 + ( f / mix )out



2


 c
hD
; Nu =
; Pr = f pf
kf
kf

𝑁𝑢𝑙 = 5.03 𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑞

1⁄
3

−90° < 𝛼 < +90°

0.91

𝑃𝑟𝑙

.( Δx.D / L) 0.29 (1  (1 - 1) 0.1 cos(α - 10 o )) 0.1

𝑁𝑢𝑙 = 0.0265 𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑞 0.8 𝑃𝑟𝑙
where, 𝑁𝑢𝑙 =
537

ℎ𝐷ℎ
𝑘𝑙

For R134a
refrigeration in a
smooth tube

1⁄
3

Experimental
4

−90° < 𝛼 < +90°

For
horizontal tubes

1⁄
3

; 𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑞 =

𝐺𝑒𝑞 𝐷ℎ
𝜇𝑙

𝜌

; 𝐺 𝑒𝑞 = 𝐺 [(1 − 𝑥) + 𝑥 (𝜌 𝑙 )
𝑣

0.5

]
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Table 7. Correlations used for the determination of frictional multiplier/frictional pressure drop in tubes during condensation
Researcher

Study Type

Model/Correlation

 vgs   int 
fint

f 


(0.05  fint )  (1  H f )1.5  gD    f gD 
Grolman and
Fortuin [42]

Theoretical

h f  vgs

fint
C

 7.21
 1

f g vint
D  4.5 

Theoretical

C  16 , n  1


fint  f g 1  14.3H f


Experimental

f 


Woldesemayat
and Ghajar
[47]

; f int 

0.0625

 15
ke  

log10 
 

 Reg 3.715 D  

for

vgs  4.5 m / s ;

f int
C
 6.80
 1.82
fg
gD

for

2

−3° < 𝛼 < +6°
For air-water
and air-tetracedane
condensation

fint  f g
−5° < 𝛼 < +6°

hf  0.5D(1  (1  H f / )0.5 ) ; H f  Af / ( Af  Ag )
for Re  2000 ;

Theoretical

vsonic  f
2

C  0.046 , n  0.2

; v,2 P


 int
g

The model is based
on the slug flow
dynamics
; f F,1P  0.3414Reg

0.25

; ReF,w  (1  E ) Re f ; Re ,2P 

;

 v /  f  
0.1





 gD(1  cos)( f  v ) 


  2.9 
f 2





 gD(1  cos)( f  v ) 
vdrift  2.9 

f 2



f

0° < 𝛼 < +90°
For film
condensation in
turbulent two-phase
flow

0.25

 (1.22  1.22sin)

0.25

 (1.22  1.22 sin)

538

 f v,2P

−90° < 𝛼 < +90°

vsv

  vsf
vsv 1  
  vsv


−90° < 𝛼 < +90°

for Re  3000

 vgs

 1 


 vgs,t  

b
f F,2P  f F,1P 1  a  ReF,W
Rec,2P 

Würfel et al.
[41]

0.22

0.5
 
v fs    f
1   108Re fs 0.726  
 
vgs   g
 


f  C Re  n ;
Zhang et al.
[45]

  f gD 2 


 int 

Experimental

Hf 

Ottens et al.
[44]

0.04

Validity Range

Patm / Psystem

Patm / Psystem

For air/kerosene,
air/lubeoil,
air/water, air/lightmachine oil,
and naturalgas/crude-oil fluids
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Table 8. Major findings presented in the studies of condensation in tubes
Researcher

Graph Axes

Wongwises and
Pipathattakul
[87]

ΔP-V

Pressure drop increases with increasing superficial gas velocity

ɛ-V

Void fraction increases with increasing superficial gas velocity

α-h

Trends

Inclination angle affects the heat transfer coefficient differently
for various mass flows

Lips and Meyer
[66,37-38]

ΔP- α

Pressure drop increases with increasing inclination angle

ɛ- α

Void fraction decreases with increasing inclination angle
Heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing inclination angle

Adelaja et al.
[68]

(for 𝛼 < 0°)
α-h
Inclination angle affects the heat transfer coefficient differently for
various mass flows (for 𝛼 < 0°)

Mohseni et al.
[69]

h-x

Xing et al. [70]

ΔP- α

Wang and Ma
[71]
Wang and Du
[72]
Ahn et al. [39]

Ahn et al. [40]

Yang et al. [73]

hm,o
hNu

-α

Nu – (1-x)

Nulam/Nuturb- Re

Heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing vapour quality

General trend is that the pressure drop increases with increasing
inclination angle, except for partial decreases
Mean condensation heat transfer ratio changes with the inclination
angle to peak at around 400
Nusselt number increases with increasing vapour quality
Ratio of Nusselt number increases with vapour Reynolds number (for
film condensation heat transfer)

h-x

Heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing vapour quality

h-G

Heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing mass flux

h-P

Heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing pressure drop

h-Re

Heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing Reynolds number

h-L

Heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing tube axial distance

Tsteam-L

Steam temperature decreases with increasing tube axial distance
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Table 9. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of the pressure drop of boiling inside horizontal and vertical smooth and enhanced channels

Researcher

Fluid

Tube
Groove
Type

Channel
Type

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)

Channel
Length
(mm)

Orientation

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Vapour
Quality

Tong et al.
[102]

Water

Smooth

Circular

From 1.05
mm i.d. to
2.44 mm i.d.

N/A

Vertical

Exit
pressure
4 - 16 bar

22 - 66

50000 80000

25000 45000

N/A

Yan et al.
[105]

Water

Smooth

Circular

9 mm i.d.

400

Vertical

3-5

6 - 224 (liquid
subcooling)

0 - 12500

6000 10000

N/A

412 (R-113)
914 for circular
(R-12)
881 for
rectangular
(R-12)
914(R134-a)

Horizontal

Six
different
pressures
from
0.138 to
0.856

5-15

2.2 - 129

33 - 832

N/A

10 - 20

200 - 400

0.1 - 0.85

Tran et al.
[106]

R-134a
R-12
R-113

Smooth

Circular
Rectangular

2.46 i.d. (R134a, R-12)
2.92 i.d.(R113)
4.06 x1.7(R12)

Yun et al.
[109]

R410A

Smooth

Rectangular

1.36 mm h.d.
1.44 mm h.d.

N/A

Mancin et al.
[111]

R134a

Microfin

Circular

3.4 mm i.d.

300

Horizontal

3

30

10, 25, 50

190 - 940

0.2 - 0.99

Park and
Hrnjak [112]

CO2
R410A
R22

Smooth

Circular

6.1 mm i.d.

150

Horizontal

N/A

-15, -30

5-15

100 - 400

0.1 - 0.8

5-300

265.3 to
663.1 for
2mm
132.7 to
439.6 for
4mm

N/A

Jang et al.
[125]

FC-72

Smooth

Circular

2 mm i.d.
4 mm i.d.

Horizontal

100

Horizontal

540

0.799
0.933
1.085

0.067 0.182

0, 5, 10

45-75
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Table 10. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of the pressure drop of boiling inside inclined smooth and enhanced channels
Researcher
Wang et al.
[124]
Wongwises
and
Pipathattakul
[87]

Fluid
HFE 7100

Water

Tube
Groove
Type

Channel
Type

Smooth

Rectangular

Smooth

Circular

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)
0. 825 mm
h.d.
8 mm i.d.
12.5 mm o.d.

Channel
Length
(mm)
25.40

880

Tshuva et al.
[126]

Water

Smooth

Circular

24 mm i.d.

3000

Piasecka
[128]

Fluorinert
FC-72

Microfin

Rectangular

1 mm deep x
40 wide mm

360

Orientation

- 90° to +90°

0°, 30°, 60°

10 different
angles from
0° to 90°
0° to 180° with
45° increment

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Vapour
Quality

0.110

N/A

25 - 37.5

100, 200, 300

0.2 -0.45

N/A

0.063 - 0.315
0.3 - 1.5
1-4
4 - 36 LPM for all

N/A

N/A

N/A

Up to 10
bar

N/A

0.101

N/A

N/A

0.15 - 5.60 m/s
for gas
0.02 - 3.03 m/s
for liquid

0.120 –
0.130

∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 28K,
32K, 43K

21.5

286

Table 11. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of the heat transfer coefficient of boiling inside horizontal and vertical smooth and enhanced channels
Researcher

Fluid

Tube
Groove
Type

Channel
Type

Channel Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)

Channel
Length
(mm)

Orientation

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Ong and
Thome [2]

R134a
R236fa
R245fa

Smooth

Circular

1.030 mm i.d.

180

Horizontal

7.9 bar for R134a
3.3 bar for R236fa
1.8 bar for R245fa

Tsat = 31 °C
∆Tsub = 2 to 9 K

2.3 - 250

200 - 1600

Passos et al.
[143]

R- 407c

Smooth
Microfin

Circular

7 mm o.d. (smooth)
12.7 mm o.d. (microfin)

1500

Horizontal

0.770

9.76

10, 20

200 - 300

Dalkılıç et al.
[144]

R134a

Microfin

Rectangular

0.470 mm deep x 0.382
mm width
0.416 fin thickness

40

Horizontal

5.37 - 7.27 bar

18, 23, 28

25 - 500

800 - 1200

R-113

Smooth

Circular

2.92 mm i.d.

368

Horizontal

0.124 – 0.160

20 to 50
Inlet temp.

8.8 - 90.75

50 - 300

R134a

Smooth

Circular

1.1 mm i.d.

150

Horizontal

6 - 12 bar

N/A

16 - 150

100 - 600

Wambsganss
et al. [146]
Shiferaw et al.
[150]
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Table 12. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of the heat transfer coefficient of boiling inside inclined smooth and enhanced channels

Researcher

Fluid

Kundu et al.
[152]

R407C

Tube
Groove
Type

Smooth

Channel
Type

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)

Circular

7 mm i.d.

1200

5 different
angles from
0° to 90°

Channel
Length
(mm)

Orientation

Pressure
[MPa]

Temperature
(oC)

1200

5 different
angles from
0° to 90°

0.618-0.686

6-9
Inlet temp.

R134a (bar);
3.61, 3.79,
4.01

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Vapour
Quality

3-6

100 - 300

0.1 - 0.9

5-9
Inlet temp.

3 - 10

100 - 300

0.1 - 0.9

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

Kundu et al.
[153]

R134a
R407C

Smooth

Circular

7.0 mm i.d.
9.52 mm
o.d.
with 1.2 m
length

Gang et al.
[154]

Water

Smooth

Circular

26 mm i.d.

2000

20°

9 - 28

Wall temp. up to
650

200 - 600

600 1500

N/A

2200

0°, 15°,
30°, 45°

0.118

N/A

8, 10, 12,
14

3, 6, 9,
12
kg/h

N/A

50 - 585

450 1550

0.04 0.12

40 - 300

N/A

R407C(bar);
6.22, 6.47,
6.86

Morcos et al.
[155]

Water

Smooth

Rectangular

2.67 and
0.37 AR
(when
rotating
90°)

Wang et al.
[156]

Water

Smooth

Circular

20 mm i.d.
with 2 m

2000

45°

11.5 to 28

Wall temp.
325 - 500

Jeong and
Kim [157]

Water

Smooth

Rectangular

19 mm i.d.

216

10°

1.07 bar

∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 5-25 K

1100

Seven
different
angles from 90° to +90°

50 - 400

Inlet
AkhavanBehabadi et
al. [131]

R-134a

Microfin

Circular

8.92 mm
i.d.

542

N/A

-17 - 12°C

2.1 - 5.3

53, 80,
107, 136

0.1 - 0.9
Outlet
0.3 - 1.0
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Table 13. Experimental working conditions presented in the studies of boiling and flow regimes inside channels

Researcher

Layssac et al.
[89]

Krishnamurthy
and Peles [90]

Zhang et al.
[91]

Cornwell and
Kew [92]

Kandlikar et al.
[93]

Fluid

R245fa

Tube
Groove
Type

Smooth

HFE
7000

Microfin

Liquid
nitrogen

Smooth

R-113

Water

Smooth

Smooth

Channel
Type

Circular

Channel
Hydraulic
Diameter
(mm)

1.6 mm i.d.

Channel
Length
(mm)

200

Orientation

- 90° to +90

Pressure
[MPa]

N/A

Temperature
(°C)

81

Heat Flux
(kW/m2)

13.5

Mass
Flux
(kg/m2s)

Flow
Regimes

Identicator

150

Nucleate
boiling
Convective
boiling

Visual
observation

Isolated
bubble
bubbles
interacting
multiple
flow
annular
flow

High-speed
video camera

Rectangular

5 channels
with 0.2 mm
wide x 0.243
mm deep

10

Horizontal

0.260
Exit
pressure

N/A

100-1100

350 - 827

Circular

14 mm i.d.
18 mm i.d.

1000

0° - 45°

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Taylor
bubbles

High-speed
video camera

Rectangular

75 channels
with 1.2 x
0.9 mm
36 channels
with 3.25 x
1.1 mm

124 - 627

Isolated
bubble
confined
bubbles
annular
flow

High-speed
video camera

28 - 155

Nucleate
boil. bubbly
flow, slug
flow,
annular
flow
annular/slug
flow with
nucleate
boil.

High-speed
video camera

Rectangular

Multichannels with
1mm h.d.

320

60

Vertical

Horizontal

543

N/A

N/A

N/A

Below
100 °C
(Below
saturation
temperature)

4.3-20

74.3-133
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Table 14. Correlations used for the determination of Nusselt number and two-phase heat transfer boiling in channels during boiling
Researcher

Study Type

Model/Correlation

Validity Range

ℎ𝑡𝑝 = 1.45𝑓(𝑥). 𝑓(𝑥, 𝐾)[√(𝐸. ℎ𝐶𝐵 )2 + (𝑆. ℎ𝑁𝐵 )2 ]. 𝐹;
𝑥=

𝑚𝑔
𝑚𝑓+𝑚𝑔

; 𝐾 = 𝐵𝑜−0.4

ℎ𝐶𝐵 = 0.0023 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑛 𝑃𝑟𝑓0.3 𝐾𝑓 / ; 𝑅𝑒𝐿 =

4𝐺(1−𝑥)𝛿
(1−𝜀)𝜇𝑓

ℎ𝑁𝐵 = 45𝑃𝑟0.12 (−𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑃𝑟 )−0.55 𝑀−0.5𝑞 0.67𝐹𝑐
𝐹𝐶 = {1 + (

ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
−𝑞
) . ∆𝑇𝑏𝑝 . [1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
)]}
𝑞
𝑓 ℎ𝑓 𝑓

−1

−1

1⁄4

𝑥
𝑥 1−𝑥
1.18 𝑔𝜎(𝜌𝑓 − 𝜌𝑔
[
]
𝜀 = {[1 + 0.12(1 − 𝑥)]( +
)+
𝜌𝑔
𝜌𝑔
𝜌𝑓
𝐺
𝜌𝑓 2
𝛿=
Kundu et
al. [152]

𝐷𝑖
2

𝐷

2

2𝐴𝑓

− [( 2𝑖) − 2𝜋−𝜃

𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝐺 ≤ 200

0.5

]

𝑑𝑟𝑦

Experimental

. (1 − 𝑥)}

where 𝐴𝑓 = 𝐴(1 − 𝜀)

𝑛 = 0.65

3𝜋 1
1
1
1
𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡 = 2𝜋 − 2 [𝜋(1 − 𝜀) + ( ) ⁄3 {1 − 2(1 − 𝜀) + (1 − 𝜀) ⁄3 − − 𝜀 ⁄3 } −
𝜀(1
2
200
− 𝜀){1 − 2(1 − 𝜀)}{1 + 4[𝜀 2 + (1 − 𝜀)2 ]}]
𝜃𝑑𝑟𝑦 = 2𝜋 − 2 cos−1 (

𝐷𝑖−2𝐻𝑓
𝐷𝑖

) ; 𝐻𝑓 = 0.5𝐷𝑖 {1 − cos (

2𝜋 −𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡
2

)}

𝐹𝛼 = [1 + 0.5(1 − 𝑥) sin 𝛼 cos(𝛼 + 25)]
𝑓(𝑥) = √[1 + 0.1𝑥

6⁄
5 (1 −

17⁄
10 ]

𝑥)

;

𝑓(𝑥, 𝐾) = [𝑥

3⁄
2 (1
0.01

𝜌𝑓
𝐸 = [1 + 𝑥(1 − 𝑥)2 𝑃𝑟𝑓0.01 ( − 1)]
𝜌𝑔

−1

𝑆 = [1 + 𝑥 −1.3 (1 − 𝑥)−1.8 𝑃𝑟𝑓−2.5 𝑅𝑒𝑓0.009 ]

544

0.001
7⁄
4
5 . 𝐾 ⁄5 ]

− 𝑥)

For inclined tubes
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Table 14. Correlations used for the determination of Nusselt number and two-phase heat transfer boiling in channels during
boiling (Cont.)
Researcher

Study Type

Model/Correlation

Validity Range

𝜃𝑑𝑟𝑦 = 0
𝐹𝛼 = [1 + 0.5(1 − 𝑥) sin 𝛼 cos(𝛼 + 50)]
𝑓. (𝑥) = √[1 + 0.1𝑥

3⁄
2 (1

− 𝑥)2 ] ;
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝐺 > 200

Kundu et
al. [152]

Experimental

𝑓(𝑥, 𝐾) =

[𝑥(1 − 𝑥)

2

𝐸 = [1 + 𝑥(1 − 𝑥)

0.001
3
3⁄
2 . 𝐾 ⁄5 ]

𝜌𝑓
𝑃𝑟𝑓0.01 (
𝜌𝑔

𝑛 = 0.6

0.01

− 1)]

𝑆 = [1 + 𝑥 −1.2 (1 − 𝑥)−2 𝑃𝑟𝑓−2.5 𝑅𝑒𝑓0.009]

−1

0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 45
Slug-annular flow
patterns two-phase
forced convection
region

NuTP = C1 . f()(ReTP )1.25 (𝑅𝑒𝑙 )−0.78
Morcos et
al. [155]

Experimental
f(𝜃) = 1 + sin 𝜃 cos(𝜃 + 30)

For inclined tubes

AkhavanBehabadi et
al. [131]

ℎ=[
Experimental

𝜋𝐷𝐿(𝑇𝑤𝑜 − 𝑇𝑠 ) 𝐷
𝐷𝑜 −1
−
ln ( )]
𝑄
2𝑘
𝐷

R-134a
For inclined tubes

𝑄 = 𝜂𝑉𝐼

For top surface:
𝑁𝑢𝑏 = 0.003259𝑅𝑒𝑏0.824 𝑃𝑟𝑏0.242 (
Wang et al.
[156]

Experimental

𝜌𝑤 0.156 𝜆𝑤 0.341
)
( )
𝜌𝑏
𝜆𝑏

For bottom surface:

Supercritical
pressure region
For inclined tubes

𝑁𝑢𝑏 = 0.07623𝑅𝑒𝑏0.6256 𝑃𝑟𝑏0.596 (

545

𝜌𝑤 0.634 𝜆𝑤
)
( )
𝜌𝑏
𝜆𝑏

0.260
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Table 14. Correlations used for the determination of Nusselt number and two-phase heat transfer boiling in channels during
boiling (Cont.)
Researcher

Study Type

Model/Correlation

Validity
Range

For vertical flow with water:
ℎ𝑇𝑃 = 𝐶1 𝐶𝑜𝐶2 ℎ𝑙 + 𝐶3 𝐵𝑜𝐶4 ℎ𝑙
where Co  0.65- convective boiling region.
Kandlikar
[142]

Experimental

Co  0.65-nucleate boiling region

For horizontal
and vertical
tubes

Fluid-dependent parameter for other fluids:
ℎ𝑇𝑃
= 𝐶1 𝐶𝑜𝐶2 + 𝐶3 𝐵𝑜𝐶4 𝐹𝑓𝑙
ℎ𝑙

Lazarek and
Black
[136]

𝑘𝐿
30𝑅𝑒𝐿0.857 𝐵𝑜 0.714
𝐷

ℎ𝑡𝑝 =
Experimental

𝑅𝑒𝐿 =

𝐺(1 − 𝑥)𝐷
𝜇𝐿

Based on 728
data points.
D = 3.1 mm,
R-113
For vertical
tubes

For saturated flow boiling
ℎ𝑡𝑃 = 𝐸ℎ1 + 𝑆ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙
Where;
𝐸 = 1 + 24 000 𝐵𝑜1.16 + 1.37 (1⁄𝑋𝑡𝑡 )0.86
𝑆=

1
1 + 1.15 × 10−6 𝐸 2 𝑅𝑒𝑙 1.17

ℎ1 = 0.023𝑅𝑒𝑙 0.8 𝑃𝑟𝑙 0.4 𝑘𝑙 ⁄𝑑
ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 = 55 𝑃𝑟 0.12 (− log10 𝑃𝑟 )−0.55 𝑀 −0.5 𝑞0.67
Gungor et al.
[133]

Experimental

For horizontal tube and Froude number < 0.05 E should
be multiplied by 𝐹𝑟 (0.1−2𝐹𝑟) and S should be multiplied
by √𝐹𝑟
For subcooled flow boiling
𝑞 = ℎ1 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑏 ) + 𝑆ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑠 )
For flow boiling in annuli
4 × 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑑𝑒 =

𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑑𝑒 =

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

4 × 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

546

for gap > 4 mm
for gap > 4 mm

For horizontal
and vertical
tubes
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Table 15. Correlations used for the determination of frictional multiplier/frictional pressure drop in tubes during boiling

Researcher

Study Type

Geometry

Tube
Groove

Fluid

Model/Correlation

Type

Rollmann
and
Spindler
[115]

55 fin
with helix
angle of
15°

(

Microfin

Experimental
Tube of
8.95 mm
i.d. at fin
root

𝑑𝑃
𝑓𝐺 2
2𝐵𝑜
) =
((
+ 𝑥𝑙 ) (𝜈𝑣
𝑑𝑧 𝑓 2𝐷𝑖
𝐷𝑖

R407C
R410A

− 𝜈𝑙 ) + 𝜈𝑙 )

Experimental

[114]

Tube of
9.52 mm
nominal
diameter

_

𝑞̇
𝐺ℎ𝑓𝑔
f = 0.05

𝐵𝑜 =

(
Kuo and
Wang

Validity
Range

Microfin

R22
R407C

𝑑𝑃
2𝑓𝐺 2 𝑣̅
) =
𝑑𝑧 𝑓
𝐷𝑖
𝑓 = 0.0127

𝑣̅ = 𝑥𝜈𝑣 + (1 − 𝑥)𝜈𝑙

_

𝜇̅ = 𝜌̅ (𝑥𝜈𝑣 𝜇𝑣 + (1 − 𝑥)𝜈𝑙 𝜇𝑙 )
𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑞 =

𝐺𝐷𝑖
𝜇̅

Table 16. Major findings presented in the studies of boiling in tubes
Researcher

Akhavan-Behabadi et al.
[131]

Brutin and Tadrist
[96]

Graph Axes

Trends

x −h

Heat transfer coefficient increases with
increasing vapour quality until a vapour quality
nears 70-85%.

α −h

Tube inclination angle has huge effect on the
heat transfer coefficient.

G− h

The heat transfer coefficient increases with
increasing mass flux at a given vapour quality.

𝑅𝑒𝐼𝑁 − ∆𝑃

Pressure loss increases with increase in
Reynolds number until the Reynolds number
nears 25000, then decreases until the Reynolds
number nears 5500, then again increases with
the Reynolds number more than 5500.

ReIN − λ

Friction factor decreases as Reynolds number
increases. The decrease rate of friction factor is
higher at Reynolds number 10-2000 than the
decrease rate at Reynolds number 2000-10000.

ReIN − xout

Exit vapour quality decreases with increase in
inlet Reynolds number for five different heat
fluxes.
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Table 16. Major findings presented in the studies of boiling in tubes (Cont.)
Researcher

Graph Axes

Trends

x −h

Average heat transfer coefficient increases
with increase in vapour quality for a given mass
flux, but the increment decreases with
decreasing mass flux.
Average heat transfer coefficient increases as
saturation temperature increases.

T−h
Celen et al.
[101]

Özdemir
[145]

x − ∆P

Total pressure drop increases with increase in
average vapour quality for three different mass
fluxes with saturation temperatures of 15 °C
and 22 °C.

G − ∆P

Increasing mass flux results in increasing total
pressure drop.

T − ∆P

Total pressure drop increases with increasing
saturation temperature.

f − Re

For fully developed flow, friction factor
decreases with increasing Reynolds number
between 250 and 900. It is nearly constant with
increasing Reynolds number between 900 and
1 300 and decreases a little with increasing
Reynolds number between 1 300 and 1 900.

f − Re

Friction factor obtained is in good agreement
with theoretical model at 254 micron tube.

f − Re

Friction factor obtained differs substantially
from theoretical model at 685 micron tube.

𝑇𝑤 − q

Inner-wall temperatures increase with heat
flux.

Tw − G

Increasing mass rates result in lower channel
surface temperature at constant heat fluxes.

h −G

Local heat transfer coefficient increases with
increasing mass flux.

𝐺 − ∆P

Pressure drop increases with increasing mass
flux.

x − ∆P

Pressure drop increases with increasing vapour
quality.

T − ∆P

Pressure drop decreases with increasing
saturation temperature.

T−h

Heat transfer coefficient slightly increases with
increasing saturation temperature up to 65 °C,
but it decreases with increasing saturation
temperature beyond 65 °C.

T−h

Saturation temperature has almost no effect on
the heat transfer coefficient.

Jang et al.
[125]
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Krishnamurthy and Peles
[90]

Kundu et al.
[153]

Graph Axes

Trends

x−h

Heat
transfer
coefficient
of
FC-72
progressively increases with vapour quality up
to 0.25 at all mass fluxes and saturation
temperatures.

h −G

Heat transfer coefficients are higher for pin fin
channel than for plain ones at different mass
fluxes.

x−h

Heat transfer coefficient increases with
increasing vapour quality at different mass
fluxes.

h

Heat transfer coefficient of subcooled boiling
is a little higher than for single-phase flow,
particularly in the isolated bubble.

h−q

Heat transfer coefficient of boiling increases
with increasing heat flux, while it is constant in
single-phase region.

h−q

Heat transfer coefficient increases with
increasing heat flux at mass velocity of 100
kg⁄m2 s.

x−h

Heat transfer coefficient increases with
increasing vapour quality at mass velocity of
100 𝑘𝑔⁄𝑚2 𝑠.

h −G

At the initial period of boiling, the heat transfer
coefficient increases with increasing mass
velocity for both R407C and R134a.

α −h

Heat transfer coefficient increases with
increasing inclination angle from the horizontal
condition at the same average vapour quality
until value of 0.8 for R407C and R134a for
fixed mass fluxes.
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